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Relay for Life surpasses goal

By Meghan K. Welsh ’06
Asst. News Editor

What do you get when you combine
three generations of a family, two R. V’s,
and a month-long road trip spanning
nearly 8,000 miles and 18 states? Chaos,
laughter, tears, lessons, and
ALUMNI one amazing story.
Mike Leonard ’70 has
written a book about such
a trip that he took with his family and
the adventures they encountered along
the way. The Ride of Our Lives: Road
side Lessons of an American Family is
available beginning April 18.
During a recent interview, Leonard
spoke candidly about his book, as well
as how Providence College plays an im
portant role in his story.
“Our journey began when my aging
parents were unhappy and stuck at this
point in their lives,” Leonard explained.
“I needed to give them one last big ad
venture. The trip came first and the book
came later. I didn’t go into the trip ex
pecting to produce something from it.”
Leonard packed up his parents, Jack
and Marge, and other members of his
family who all put their lives on hold to
join the voyage. To do this, Leonard tem
porarily shut down the family’s video
production company and took a break
from his job as a feature correspondent
producing stories for NBC’s Today Show.
His son Brendan Leonard ’07 even took
a semester off from Providence College
for the trip.
“1 stuck three generations of my fam
ily into these huge vehicles, ranging from
people who lived through the Great De
pression to people who barely realize
what the Great Depression was,”
Leonard said. “It meant leaving a secure
situation with no initial payoff, but it was
worth it. It was a course in life that we
all got to take.”
Over the course of the trip, the
Leonards visit friends in various loca
tions, experiencing everything from the
emerging “holy hip hop” culture in At
lanta to the Cajun customs of Louisiana.
Leonard takes his parents to visit their
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Mike Leonard ’70 recently wrote a
book about a road trip experience
w ith three generations of his family.

Students signed a banner at PC’s Relay for Life on Friday, which will be sent to Washington, D.C. and displayed on
the Mall at the nationwide Relay in September. The banner was funded by the Feinstein Institute for Public Service.
dence College by Janna Loureiro ’07 dur
ing the 2003-04 school year, in which
News Staff
students raised $33,000.
“It has grown tremendously,” said Liz
his past weekend, Providence Serio ’07, vice president of PC’s chap
College hosted its third annual ter of Colleges Against Cancer (CAC)
Relay for Life, an event de and three-time captain of the Think Pink
signed to raise money for team.
American Cancer Society research andThis year’s Relay for Life raised
programs.
$94,450, exceeding last year’s total of
The Peterson field house doors $52,000. Donations are still being ac
opened at 5:00 p.m. on Friday, March cepted.
31, to the 650 participating students, giv
Jenna Pettinicchi ’08 was chairperson
ing nearly 70 teams an hour to set up of this year’s Relay for Life and partici
before the opening ceremony.
pated on the Board of Programmers’
Relay for Life was started at Provi team.

By Megan Comerford ’06

T

“It’s about a community taking up the
fight.” she said. “Obviously two heads
are better than one, so naturally 500 are
even better.”
Throughout the night, groups such as
the Irish Step Dancing Club, Rejects on
the Rise, The Connection Theme, and
City Heroic performed. Entertainment
also included a limbo contest, a tug-ofwar, and a yoga class.
There was also a Remembrance
Luminaria Ceremony, which featured a
performance from the liturgical choir and
a speech from a PC student who shared
her story of her battle with cancer.
RELAY/Page 4

When a happy meal turns horrific
By Cate Rauseo ’07
News Staff

After reports of recent robberies at the
frequently visited McDonald’s on Min
eral Springs Avenue, as well as in the area
surrounding the Brown University cam
pus, many PC students are
OFF left wondering: how safe
CAMPUS are we?
On the evening of Sat
urday, March 25, a women was held at
knife point while parked at the
McDonald’s located at 1920 Mineral
Springs Avenue. Only 15 minutes later,
the same suspect threatened a man walk
ing into Twin’s Pizza located on the same
street. A similar instance occurred near
the Brown University campus in Febru
ary, as a female student was robbed at
both knife and gun point by two men.
Although none of these victims were
hurt, these incidents show that students
must be aware of their surroundings even
when visiting highly lit or well-traveled
areas.
PC students are not exempt from such
instances of danger. According to Ma
jor Jack Leyden, executive director of
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After hearing about the recent robberies occuring even at high-traffic places
like fast food parking lots, students are asking themselves whether the
McNuggets are worth the risk.
Safety and Security, an average of ap
proximately five to 10 PC students are
assaulted each year.
“Students must live responsibly by
securing their residences and valuables
and avoiding putting themselves in a
position where they can fall victim to a
crime,” Leyden said. “Students travel

ing off campus late at night encounter
the risks experienced in an urban envi
ronment. Students should be alert and
aware of their surroundings, avoid walk
ing alone and encounters with suspicious
people on the street.”
While many students practice such
MCDONALD’S/Page 6
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NEWS BRIEFS
New traffic camera installed at Eaton
and Huxley
Next time you’re in a hurry, you had
better think twice about trying to sneak
through the yellow light at the traffic light
on the corner of Huxley Avenue and
Eaton Street. At the end of March, the
city of Providence installed traffic cam
eras at the busy intersection in order to
catch drivers running red lights. When
the light turns red, the camera is activated
and snaps a picture of the car’s license
plate if it goes through the intersection.
A $75 ticket will be sent to the owners
of offending vehicles.
So far, the Huxley-Eaton intersection
is one of three locations throughout
Providence to install cameras. The city
plans to have more cameras added at
even more accident-prone intersections
in the future.
Kate DiGeronimo ’07 was surprised
to learn that the nearby intersection was
considered to be dangerous.
“I don’t think it’s a problem,” she
said. “There are other intersections that
are worse."
"1 haven't noticed any problem, but
if there is. the cameras would be a good
thing because there are a lot of people
walking around that area that could get
hurt by crazy drivers,” said Nick Volpe
’08. “Having the cameras might stop
people from speeding through the light.”

Although signs are present warning
drivers that laws are being photo-en
forced, some groups claim that the cam
eras are a Big-Brother like invasion of
privacy. Some Providence College stu
dents also expressed concern over the
new equipment.
“It might be dangerous if [the cam
eras] start spying on people instead of
just taking pictures of cars going through
red lights,” Volpe said.
“The whole idea of the camera is
unfair because there is no leeway,” said
Jonathan Cocchiola ’08. “Apparently,
once the light turns red, a picture is taken.
This means that a car that is already in
the intersection when the light turns red
is going to be ticketed. 1 feel that this is
pretty unfair because a lot of people pass
through an intersection as the light is
changing from yellow to red.”
However, not all reactions to the new
deterrent were negative.
“From the standpoint of stopping
people from speeding and running red
lights, the cameras are definitely a posi
tive because they will keep students who
are walking or running safe,” said Amy
Pescosolido ’06.
Mike Fulvio ’07 was also enthusias
tic about the idea.
“After seeing the way Rhode Island
ers drive, they should have one on every
comer,” he said.
Information from The Providence Jour

nal was used in this report.
—Beth Finan ’07

Accounting gets extreme
On Monday, April 3 in Moore Hall I,
11 teams of Providence College students
competed in a nationally designed case
competition called xACT, or extreme
accounting, which was sponsored by
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC), an in
ternational accounting firm. Each team
worked with a mentor from PwC and a
faculty advisor and was given two weeks
to prepare a report to the queen of a fic
tional country who needed advice on how
to handle the Certifying Accountant pro
fession. The teams used ANGEL for
communication and coordination and
participated in conference calls with their
PwC mentors.
The teams presented their cases to
four high-level PwC employees, who
selected two winners, Assets Unlimited
LLP and Lady Friars.
“I thought it was a very positive ex
perience for me as a senior. I not only
got more practice using my accounting
critical thinking skills but I also got to
meet some great people as well,” said
Kate Murray ’06, a member of Assets
Unlimited LLP. “We were all able to
share our different levels of knowledge
and our talents. I thought it was a very
good learning tool for everyone in

volved.”
“The xACT competition was a great
way for those interested in accounting at
all levels to get a real-world taste of the
problems and issues in the profession,”
said Meghan Bruce ’06, a member of the
Lady Friars. “As a senior, it was a great
way for me to work in a simulated reallife audit case situation, something that
I’m bound to encounter on the job with
PwC in the near future!”
“The event was a big success, and the
judges from PwC were very impressed
with the student presentations,” said
Carol Hartley, assistant professor of ac
countancy and faculty coordinator of the
event. “The students’ work was of very
high caliber, creative in its approaches
and professionally presented.”
The College was chosen to compete
this year in a pilot study and hopes to be
invited to participate in a nationwide
competition next year.
“PwC mentors agreed that the stu
dents’ work was of high enough qualify
to warrant an invitation to compete in the
nationals next year, but we will have to
wait to see what the national office plans
for the fall,” said Hartley- “We are
pleased that we received an invitation to
compete in this PC pilot and look for
ward to being included with nationally
recognized schools of accounting in the
next academic year.”

—Meghan Welch ’06

Campus Calendar for April 7 to April 13
Submit events at cowlnewsstaff@yahoo.com

Friday
5:30 p.m. Benefit

5 p.m. PC Festival

2 p.m. “Carousel” in
Band Concert in the the Smith Center for
Smith Center for the the Arts.
Arts.

Concert One
Campaign in
McPhail’s.

8 p.m. “Carousel” in
the Smith Center for
the Arts.
9 p.m. Piano Night
with Mike Verzino
in McPhail’s.

Tuesday

Sunday
5-7:30 p.m. Spring
Job Fair in Lower
Shvin.

Thursday

EASTER BREAK
4 p.m. “Wellness
Wednesdays” in Slavin
Center room 112.

3:30 p.m. Test
taking Strategies
Workshop in
Library 104b.

6:15-8 p.m. Alumni7 p.m. Rhode
Student Career
Reception in Slavin Island Issues
Forum in Moore
Center, ’64 Hall.
Hall 1.

7-11 p.m. Sopho
more Outdoor Ball
on Hendricken
Field.

8 p.m. BOP

8 p.m. “Carousel” in
the Smith Center for
the Arts.

Coffeehouse in
McPhail’s.

9 p.m. Revival live
in McPhail’s.

Monday

Saturday
February 3, 2006. Administrative
Review Outcome. Charge: AlcoholPossession, Responsible. Sanctions:
Fine- $250, Alcohol Education Class,
Parental Notification.

February 3, 2006. Administrative
Review Outcome. Charge: Standards

Wednesday

JUDICIAL REVIEW

of Conduct—failure to comply with the
directives of a College official, physical
and verbal abuse of another person,
disorderly conduct; Alcohol-underage
consumption, intoxication; False IDpossession; Visitation-presence in Dore
Hall after visitation hours ended.
Sanctions: Fine- $200, Alcohol Edu,

Project MAPLE

Alcohol Education Class, Parental
Notification, Disciplinary Probation
through the Spring 2007 semester.
February 6, 2006. Administrative
Review Outcome. Charge: AlcoholPossession. Sanctions: Fine- $250,
Alcohol Education Class, Parental

Notification, Disciplinary Probation
through 9/22/06.

February 6,2006. Administrative
Review Outcome. Charge: AlcoholPossession. Sanctions: Fine- $250,
Alcohol Education Class, Parental
Notification, Disciplinary Probation
through 9/22/06.

Spring Career Night 2006
Monday Night

•

April 10th

♦

Slavin Center

(Making Adjustments for Positive Life Enhancement)

Females between 18 and 24
you may be eligible to participate in a Research Study
Project MAPLE is a study about the health behaviors of
young adults. The purpose of this project is to learn more
about how young adults understand behaviors that could
put their health at risk.
Participation is completely confidential
Eligible participants receive:

• Compensation for interviews
• Free STD testing

What is Spring Career Night? It's TWO major events in ONE Evening!

[/Spring Job Fair •

seniors

Speak with employer representatives regarding full-time jobs.
Slavin Center, Upper and Lower Lobbies
5:00 PM—7:30 PM

[/Alumni-Student Career Conversations Reception •

aiistudents

Get career advice from alumni in a wide variety of career fields.
Over 100 alums expected!
Slavin Center, '64 Hall
6:15 PM—8:00 PM
Advanced registration preferred for Career Conversations.
Email Paula Little, paulaigifrovidenoe.edu or call *1530.

Attend a Prep Session!
Questions to ask • What to expect • How to dress • Pick up an Alumni Participation List

If you are interested in learning more about this study, please contact:

Project MAPLE
444-09.06

Wed 4/5 at 4:00 PM in Slavin 112
Thurs4/6 at 4:30 PM in Slavin 117 or7:00 PM in Slavin 111

Visit www.providence.edu/career for more details!
Registration also available at the door!
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Democratic House candidate visits PC
By Alison Espach ’07
News Staff

The U.S. government needs more
“democratic blood,” according to Jenni
fer Lawless, Democratic candidate for
the House of Representatives Rhode Is
land District 2. Lawless
CAMPUS visited PC last Thursday
NEWS at 6:00 p.m. to state her
campaign platform.
“We need Democrats that support
democratic values, not Democrats who
help the Republican agenda,” Lawless
told them.
Lawless, a Brown University public
policy and political science professor,
promised to “reinvigorate the Demo
cratic party” and said, “I decided to run
after the 2000 and 2004 elections be
cause I saw the country headed in the
wrong direction.”
Lawless, who said she is highly con
cerned with the role of women in poli
tics, said that “now is the time” for
women to be involved with Rhode Island
politics in particular.
“Eighty percent of the House is men,”

said Lawless.
Students, who voiced education as
their top concern, asked for her stance
on the No Child Left Behind Act. She
stated that it is too early to see any clear
results from the bill.
“What we do need to do though is
look at what’s working in public and
chartered schools and start engaging dif
ferent kinds of experts to integrate that
policy into the public school system,”
said Lawless.
According to Lawless, “more than 70
percent of fourth graders in Rhode Is
land perform below their grade level in
reading and math; one in every four
Rhode Islanders, fails to graduate from
high school, and among the Latino popu
lation it is one in every three.” She said
that more funding should be put into edu
cation to improve those statistics.
Lawless took a much more definitive
position on alternative energy.
“The only up side to what’s going on
with the increased gas prices is that it’s
making everyone realize what is going
on,” said Lawless, asserting that a shift
from a reliance on other countries toward
a reliance on alternative energy is the
only solution to the oil crisis.

One student then asked what she was
planning to do about the “inevitable over
turn of Roe v. Wade" with a seat in the
House of Representatives.
“People assume that this issue only

What we do need to do ... is
look at what’s working in
public and chartered schools
and starte engaging different
kinds of experts to integrate
that policy into the public
school system.

Jennifer Lawless

concerns the Supreme Court, but Jim
Langevin [current District 2 representa
tive] cast 26 anti-choice votes,” said
Lawless.
“It’s not only about electing a presi

dent who will appoint judges, but mak
ing sure we elect legislators that can take
action. The Supreme Court only decides
to uphold or repeal the state laws that
the legislators make,” said Lawless.
Students asked about her economic
platform, primarily concerned with her
position on Social Security.
“Definitely not for privatizing,” Law
less said quickly.
In response to a question on the Bush
tax cuts, Lawless said, “The tax cuts
don’t make sense. They only give about
$300 back to the average working per
son. That is not enough individually to
make any significant difference. But all
that money pooled together could make
an impacton the deficit.”
Lawless closed with an advertisement
for interns and volunteers.
“We need everyone we can get,” said
Lawless, who cited the fact that the av
erage congressional campaign costs as
much as one million dollars.
“We are doing the best we can to raise
money, but this race isn’t going to be won
by television ads and posters. It’s about
having as many individual conversations
with the community as you can,” she said.

Leonard: Former hockey player shares memories
continued from front page
alma maters and even makes an emo
tional stop in New London to see the
grave of his older sister who passed away
as a baby before he was bom.
The antics of Leonard’s parents, Jack
and Marge, provide much of the book’s
entertaining moments. Jack, the eternal
optimist, talks incessantly to anyone (and
everything) he meets on the road. Marge,
Jack’s wife of 60 years, shakes her head
as she unpacks the multiple suitcases of
suit jackets and cowboy boots he has
packed for the casual journey.
While some might go crazy in such a
confined space with their family for a
longtime, Leonard said he laughs instead
of getting angry and commented, “You
have to celebrate the things that make
people the character they are. That’s what
our family did on this trip and we know
each other in a completely different way
now.”
The book culminates with the entire
family trying to make it to Chicago be
fore Leonard’s daughter Megan gives
birth to her first child, the beginning of
the fourth generation of the Leonard clan.
“1 couldn’t have asked for a better
ending to our trip,” Leonard said. “What
started out as a crazy adventure became
bigger than what we all thought it would
be.”
As Leonard sits behind the wheel of
the massive R. V. in his book, he reflects
back on the events which have been most
pivotal to his life and family.
“The main theme of the book is how
life is determined by little moments, not
big ones,” Leonard said. “It might be one
word that someone says to you and the
messenger who changes your life may be
disguised. But this little wind shift can
change your life in a different direction.
That’s where I think the book has value;
it’s about how we navigate through life.”
For Leonard, Providence College was
one of these turning points, and he de
votes a large portion of his book to it
during his reflection as he is racing back
to Chicago for the birth of his grand
daughter.
A high school hockey player with
“lousy grades,” Leonard struggled to get
in to Providence College and was re
jected twice before being accepted.
Things changed for Leonard once he got
here.
“The small-school environment had
shone a light in my direction, illuminat
ing the tiniest fragments of creativity,”
Leonard writes in The Ride ofOur Lives.
Leonard also provides insights into
the times during his years in college. On

PHOTOS COURTESY OF MIKE LEONARD -70

Left: Leonard felt right at home on the ice during his senior year hockey season. Right: Members of the Leonard
family are all smiles in front of one of the R.V.s which took them 8,000 miles across 18 states. They are, from left,
Brendan, Jack, Mike, Marge, Margarita, Matt, and Kerry Leonard.
academic probation once he arrived at
the school, he either had to get good
grades or risk being asked to leave PC.
Students not in college at the time faced
the Vietnam War draft.
“Flunk a few college tests and six
months later you could be dodging bul
lets in the jungle of Southeast Asia,”
Leonard writes.
In college, life for Leonard centered
around hockey, his passion and main rea
son for wanting to attend college in the
Northeast. He cites Lou Lamoriello, his
hockey coach, as a major influence.
“He had a way of makingyou feel like
you could do stuff at a time when I didn’t
have any clue what I could do,” Leonard
said.
All four of Leonard’s children
(Megan, Mike, Kerry, and Brendan) have
attended Providence College, but
Leonard noted that it was their own de
cision.
“They heard how my ship was stead
ied here, but I think what also attracted
them to PC was the people,” Leonard
said. “When I was here, 1 loved that the
students were not stuck up. They were
friendly, funny, creative, regular people.
It’s the same today.”
The family made sure to make a stop
at Providence College on their trip.
Leonard said he still enjoys walking
around campus and seeing people he
knows from his time here.
On the trip, Leonard and his family
documented their travels on video cam
eras. The footage later became four seg

ments which aired in July 2004 on To
day. The stories were a hit.
“So many people told me they thought
the stories were hysterical and even asked
if we would re-air them just so they could
see them again,” Leonard said. “1 think
people really related to a story of a nor
mal family on a trip.”
Leonard then contacted Jane Dystel,
a literary agent who had been asking him
to write a book for years.
“I told her, T think I’ve got a book
here,”’ he said.
After writing a sample chapter and an
outline of the book in August of 2004,
Random House decided to publish it.
They are now predicting that The Ride
of Our Lives will be their big book for
the spring.
“It was a little challenging to suddenly
try to write a book since in the course of
my career I’ve done stories that span
three or four minutes,” Leonard said
about suddenly becoming an author. “My
stories are normally like a short sprint,
but this was a marathon.”
Leonard said he believes his story is
something that most families will be able
to relate to and that in fact, they already
have. After reading the book, former
NBC News anchor Tom Brokaw gave the
book a rave reviw and commented that
he planned to send copies to his children.
“The book has a lot of lessons with
out coming off as preachy,” Leonard said.
“Folks who are trying to get through life
will take to it.”
Leonard said his down-to-earth, hon

est tone in the book takes the same ap
proach that has brought him success in
journalism. Leonard’s traditionally glam
orous profession has allowed him to
cover everything from presidential inau
gurations to Olympic games, yet he has
stayed grounded and real.
“I’ve been in places most people don’t
get to be in, but 1 spin the experience back
to what it would be like to be anyone
there,” Leonard said. “In my stories for
the Today Show, I relate to the regular
people in the middle. I’ve stayed with
the same philosophy in the book.”
Recently, the Walt Disney Company
won a bidding war for the movie rights
to Leonard’s story. Leonard said that a
script is currently being written, but he
will not be involved in the production.
“They can do what they want with it,
and they will probably make big changes,
but that’s OK with me,” Leonard said.
“It’s their movie.” He did say, however,
that he would eventually like to create a
documentary about the trip out of his own
footage.
The Ride of Our Lives comes with a
DVD with footage from the trip, links,
music, and photos, as well as a special
behind the scenes look by Brendan, a
current student at PC.
On Tuesday, May 2, Leonard will be
having a book signing at the Borders
bookstore in the Providence Place Mall.
He said that he “insisted” that Providence
was a stop on his book tour because of
the pivotal role Providence College
played in his life.
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Relay: For (16 hours of) life
continued from front page
Erica Tymeck ’08 has not lost a close
family member to cancer but she said she
still found Relay for Life to be a power
ful event. “I was so moved by the
Luminaria Ceremony,” she said, calling
it “the best part.”
Pettinicchi agreed with Tymeck. “My
favorite part of Relay was the Luminaria
Ceremony, honoring and remembering
those who have survived and those who
have passed away from cancer,” she said.
Serio, however, liked the Opening
Lap best, where cancer survivors from
PC and the community walk the first lap
together.
“It is a time that you have anticipated
since you first met with your team,” she
said. “The field house is echoing with
claps, cheers, and support for these
people that have gone through so much
and have the courage to fight back.”
Serio was thrilled with the Friday
night turn out.
“I had an amazing time and was so
proud to be a PC student,” she said.
“It is important for college students

to realize that they can make a difference
in this world too, and take responsibility
for creating change,” said Serio. “It is
also important to celebrate being a part
of a supportive community at PC that all
share common battles that we can face
together.”
Athena Karalekas ’07 participated in
her first Relay for Life this year on the
Dancers Against Cancer team sponsored
by Providence College Dance Company.
“It was one of the most fun times I’ve
had at PC all semester, and just knowing
that everything we were doing was go
ing toward a good cause made it that
much better,” she said.
She was impressed with all the activi
ties that went on during the overnight
walk-a-thon.
“Relay had all kinds of different
events—theme hours, bands, games,
prizes,” said Karalekas. “Everyone on
the [Dance] Company got to bond all
night.”
Like Serio, Karalekas said she thinks
that college participation in fundraising
events like Relay for Life is important.
“Our generation is often labeled with

being concerned with things like party
ing, but events like Relay show that we
actually care about issues that touch ev
erybody somehow,” she said. “A lot of
people are really impressed when they
find out that groups on campus are
fundraising for such a life-changing dis
ease. It’s almost like most people
wouldn’t expect it from us.”
In high school, Karalekas lost her
grandmother to cancer and walked with
her in mind.
Tymeck, also a first-time participant
and member of the Providence College
Dance Company said, “I really wanted
to get involved and experience it for
myself.”
The members of Dancers Against
Cancer, a new team this year which raised
more than $2,200, said they enjoyed Re
lay for Life and plan to participate again.
“We’re already thinking of a team
name, themes, and what tent size to buy
for next year,” said Tymeck.
Dance Company members also per
formed a hip-hop routine choreographed
by Tymeck at 6:00 a.m. on Saturday to
pump up the crowd during the early
morning hours when participants grew
tired.

Dan Murphy ’07 walked with one of
the two teams fielded by PC’s chapter of
the National Society of Collegiate Schol
ars (NSCS). “We joined up with Circle
K to fill a second team,” he said.
This year was Murphy’s first time
participating in Relay for Life.
“I stopped by last year’s walk and
thought it would be something I’d like
to do,” said Murphy, whose uncle passed
away from cancer last December
“Our first team was named the ‘Na
tional Society of Collegiate Scholars
Superheroes,’ so both teams went with
that theme,” Murphy said. “One of our
teammates had a pretty good rendition
of Captain Planet.”
The NSCS-Circle K combination
team raised $1,300, while the other
NSCS team raised $800 for a total of
$2,100.
Think Pink, the team Serio led, raised
the most money—approximately $4,600.
Nick Volpe ’08 raised the most money
as an individual participant. His online
donations alone totaled $3,875—more
than twice what the second highest
fundraiser collected online;. To donate,
go to www.cancer.org and click on “do
nate.”
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Attention Students:
Start Earning Cash Now!
Work Part Time Now and
Full Time in the Summer

The PC Pirates were determined to have the most spirit of all the teams.
They won 100 Spirit Bucks, which could be redeemed for prizes.

☆ Attention ☆
Psychology ~ Education ~ Social Work
Human Service Majors!

Must be at least 18 years of age. No experience
necessary. Work as a Machine Operator or Shipper
in a fast paced automated environment.

> Potential to earn $14.55/hr, incentive pay
($ 12.60/hr. to start)
> $1.00/hr. shift differential
> Train part time now for summer!. We will
work around your school schedule

Check out our great summer program!!!
> Opportunity to qualify for an end of summer
bonus (Average student bonus of $400)
> Great schedules to choose from
o 3 Days Off Per Week!! (8 hour shifts)
-oro 4 Days OffPer Week!! (10 or 12 hour shifts)

> Day and evening hours available
To apply, call Gold Medal Bakery at 1-800-642-7568,
ext. 799 or email gmbapp@goldmedalbakery.com
Don’t wait, Limited positions available

a leader in human services for over 40 years, is
seeking dedicated students who want to get a head start on
gaining practical experiences that will enhance their
marketability upon graduation.

CranstonArc,

Home Based Treatment Services employs talented individuals
who work with a team of licensed professionals participating
in the delivery of treatment services to children with
a variety of developmental and behavioral needs.

Make a difference in lives of children of disabilities

L
,
fy important training
opportunities

if excellent hourly rate
' ’ *
if Flexible hours

Minimum qualifications include:
-High School Diploma/GED
-Access to an insured vehicle
-Proof of a clean driving record
-Must pass Background Criminal Investigation

For more information contact Maureen Russo, HR Manager,

CranstonArc, 111 Comstock Pkwy, Cranston, RI 02921,
Tel: 941-1112, ext 139 or email: mrusso@cranstonarc.org
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Archives displays PC’s academic history
By Richard Kurker ’09
News Staff

Where can one find almost 90 years
of Providence College’s academic his
tory, accompanied by photographs,
packed into a relatively small area of
space? Actually, there
COLLEGE
are two places on camHISTORY
pus where such a com
pilation can be found: in
Harkins Hall by the Office ofAdmission
and in the Archives. However, while the
Providence College chronology in
Harkins Hall gives a full overview of the
College’s history and is forever plastered
to the wall, the chronology that Archives
has compiled focuses specifically on aca
demic life, is portable, and has been dis
played at events throughout the year.
This display, though compact, covers
16 boards and revolves around the presi
dencies at Providence College. The first
board depicts Most Rev. Matthew
Harkins, D.D., who was the bishop of
Providence and founding visionary of the
College. One of the most recent boards
depicts the presidency of Rev. Philip A.
Smith, O.P. All ofthe boards are printed
completely in black and white, and the
evolving mission statement of the Col
lege is written on each one. Throughout
the years, the mission statement has
greatly changed due to the introduction
of new ideas and the change of the sociohistorical context. The quotations from
the various mission statements allow for
the comparison of how the ideals of
Providence College have changed over
time.
The boards highlight some of the most
notable aspects of Providence College’s
history, including the leadership of Rev.
Vincent C. Dore, O.P., the seventh presi
dent of the College and a member of the
College’s first class, and Rev. William
P. Haas, O.P., who was president during
the Vietnam War. Many images are in
cluded on the boards to reflect the presi
dencies. In particular, the pictures are
intended to show academic accomplish
ment as well as the fulfillment of the
College’s mission.
Along with the pictures are quota
tions from the mission statement as well
as other tidbits of information pertain
ing to the particular presidencies. The
boards make specific references to some
of the buildings, people, and doctrines
that were new or important during the
different time periods, and the various
Providence College logos are also in-

TIM PISACICH’07/The Cowl

One of the panels that make up the chronology of PC’s academic history is
shown above. Jane Jackson, director of the archives, was instrumental in
putting together the display.
eluded.
“We can see where we came from to
who we are now,” said Jane Jackson, di
rector of Archives, who was involved in
putting together both the Archives dis
play and the Harkins display.

Without knowing the
Dominican tradition and
importance they place on
academic excellence,
Providence College wouldn’t
be seen by the public as the
paramount that it is.
Alison Binder ’09
Because the boards range from 1917
to the present, the first boards show the
accomplishments that took place before
the College even opened. According to
Jackson, Providence College officially
“became legal” in February of 1917,
when permission to open was granted by
the Dominican Master General and the
Pope. Rev. Dennis A. Casey, O.P., soon
to be the first president of the College,
had already begun to build the commu
nity before then, via fundraising and
other means of support. Jackson de
scribed the men who founded Providence

College, including Bishop Harkins, Fa
ther Casey, and Rev. James R. Meagher,
O.P., as “young and determined.”
What makes this display different
from the Harkins display is that the Ar
chives’ presentation is not a complete
overview of Providence College history
but rather is academic-based. The aca
demic history of Providence College in
the Archives was originally intended to
be presented at President Rev. Brian J.
Shanley, O.P.’s inauguration at the be
ginning of the year, but it was not fin
ished in time. According to Jackson, the
history presentation has still been very
useful regardless.
“It has worked out well,” said Jackson. “It is now used a lot in many differ
ent venues.”
The information and pictures used for
the boards have been compiled through
out the years, showing the changing fa
cilities and evolving ideals on the cam
pus. For example, in the earliest years
of Providence College history, Harkins
Hall was the only building on campus,
and the boards reflect this.
Jackson said that the boards have
been displayed at alumni events, admis
sion events, and Providence College fam
ily days. The collection of boards was
first shown in the Peterson Recreation
Center for the Freshmen Parents’ Week
end, and its last showing before it finds

a permanent residence will be at the
Dominican chapter meeting in June. The
display has also been shown to groups
such as the Board of Trustees. Jackson
says that it will soon be displayed in the
library so the students can enjoy it.
“We’re trying to make it available to
as many kinds of offices and people as
possible,” Jackson said. “The more
people that see it, the more useful it be
comes.”
However, even though Jackson has
put much of work into the display boards,
she said it would not have been possible
without the help of several other groups,
including the Publications Center, which
edited the selected information and cre
ated the layout of the boards, and the
Office of Academic Media Services,
which was involved in the printing of the
boards.
“It was very much a joint project,”
Jackson said. “There were a lot of hands
involved in this.”
It is hoped that students, faculty, and
parents can look at these boards and be
gin to truly understand the ideals upon
which Providence College is based.
“It’s incredibly important to under
stand the history of a place to predict
what you personally can gain from an
experience there,” said Alison Binder
’09. “Without knowing the Dominican
tradition and importance they place on
academic excellence, Providence Col
lege wouldn’t be seen by the public as
the paramount that it is.”

WWW.PROVIDENCE EDU

Make a difference in people’s lives with
a Clinical Lab Science Master’s Decree.
Ready to take your biology, health science or other related field of

undergraduate study to the next level? Consider the specialty track
of Cytopathology, the study of human cells in the diagnosis and
treatment of disease.

A one-year clinical internship at the Rhode Island School of Cytotechnology
with rotation sites at local hospitals and part-time evening courses provide

hands-on experience and a manageable course schedule. If you can imagine
it, we can help you make it happen.
To learn more, contact Dr. Gregory Paquette
Program Director at 874-2315 or gregCLS@uri.edu.
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Rhode Island
www.thinkhigher.com
80 Washington Street,
Providence, Rl 02903
Free parking in the Convention Center.
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Project S.A.V.E. week coming up
By Jen Jarvis ’07
News Editor

The eighth annual Project Sexual
Abuse and Violence Education
(S.A.V.E.) Week will be held from Sun
day, April 23 to Thursday, April 27, fea
turing some new events
STUDENT as well as favorites from
LIFE past years.
The project was cre
ated by the Office of Residence Life “to
help educate the community regarding
sexual assault and domestic violence”
and “to provide our students with oppor
tunities to learn outside the classroom,”
said Dr. Steven A. Sears, dean of resi
dence life, who stressed that these goals
supported the mission of the College.
According to Sears, usually more than
1,000 students attend the variety of
events available throughout the week. In
addition to the attendees, more than 25
students have volunteered this year to
help coordinate the events.
“It’s a diverse population of stu
dents,” Sears said.
Of the multitude of activities offered
throughout the week, Sears highlighted
two perennial events that have had suc
cess in the past—a performance of The
Yellow Dress, and Take Back the Night.

The Yellow Dress, which will be held
in the Slavin Center on Tuesday, April
25, at 7:00 p.m., is a one-woman play
about dating violence in which the ac
tress educates the community regarding
sexual assault.
Take Back the Night, an event spon
sored by Women Will, will be held in the
Feinstein Courtyard on Thursday, April
27, at 8:00 p.m. and is the closing event
of the week. In addition to an open mi
crophone time where victims and friends
can share their experiences, a guest
speaker, an a cappella performance, and
the announcement of domestic abuse sta
tistics will round out the evening.
Some of the new events to be offered
this year include a cookout to kick off
the week, a performance of A Rose by
Any Other Name, and a new approach to
the workshops being offered. Accord
ing to Project S.A. V.E.’s program guide,
A Rose by Any Other Name is used to
educate the audience on what occurs
when a rapist is brought to trial through
music, dance, video segments, poetry and
dialogue.
The new workshop structure offers
three completely different workshops si
multaneously, whereas in the past, the
workshops have been totally separate
events. The workshops are entitled, “Un
derstanding Sexual Assault,” “Women in

the Media,” and “Living in Healthy Re
lationships” and will be offered on
Wednesday, April 26.
“We have activities that would be in
teresting to everyone,” said Alicia
Salerno, hall director of Raymond Hall.
“You can pick and choose.” Salerno said
the variety of activities offer more op
portunities for education, and Sears
agreed.

We’re concerned about the
essential dignity of each
individual and respecting each
human being . . . This is one of
the best opportunities to bring
our communities together.

Dr. Steven A. Sears

“What we’re trying to do is give stu
dents more choices,” he said.
Sears also noted Project S.A.V.E. is
more than just a good idea; it is an obli
gation.

“We have a responsibility to educate
the students about this subject matter and
to provide the best quality programs to
accomplish this goal,” Sears said.
In addition to the educational oppor
tunities the week provides, Project
S.A.V.E. incorporates fundraisers into its
programs and donates the proceeds to
Sojourner House, a Rhode Island-based
resource center that helps women who
have been victims of domestic violence,
according to Salerno
The Midnight Mile race and the sale
of Project S.A.V.E. T-shirts and brace
lets are the main fundraisers for the week,
but they are secondary focus of Project
S.A.V.E.
“Our main focus is educating our stu
dents and we have this great side benefit
of fundraising for our Rhode Island com
munity,” said Salerno.
Sears recognized that while Resi
dence Life coordinates Project S.A.V.E.,
it has garnered support from other orga
nizations, including campus services and
departments, student groups, and outside
organizations. He cited a common in
terest among the groups involved.
“We’re concerned about the essential
dignity of each individual and respect
ing each human being,” said Sears. “This
is one of the best opportunities to bring
our community together”

McDonald’s: Fast break at fast food place
continued from front page
safe habits, many tend to feel safe trav
eling or residing off- campus, as they have
never encountered any danger.
“I was actually really afraid when I
first moved in [to my off-campus apart
ment] because I had heard that houses
got broken into a lot,” said Elinor
McCandless ’07. “But since our house
hasn’t been broken into all year I feel a
lot better.”
“1 have the mentality that nothing could
necessarily happen to anyone here . . .
But when 1 leave campus to go to work,
1 still take my mom’s advice and always
lock my doors,” said Erin Donnelly ’07.
“When going out at night, my friends
and I try to stay in big groups and walk
when other people are around. I feel safe,
but I don’t know how much of that is due
to the fact that nothing has happened to
me to think otherwise,” said Becky Mor

gan ’07.
“I feel safe in the general vicinity of
PC—like walking around campus or to
close-by bars,” said Tom Quinn ’07. “I
know that bad things can happen, but 1
have been doing the same thing for three
years and nothing has happened to me
or any of my friends. Even when I go
around to other parts of the city at night,
I usually feel safe because 1 will be with
a big group of people—safety in num
bers, you know.”
Leyden explained that there is much
being done to provide a safe atmosphere
for students living and traveling to offcampus locations.
“Students living off-campus utilize
the services of the Providence Police De
partment as well as the Office of OffCampus Living,” Leyden said. “The sub
station (District 7) located on College
property at Douglas and Eaton Street,
provides a strong police presence in the

*******************************
Project REWARDS
Reinforcing Effective Ways to Reduce Daily Smoking
You can earn cash REWARDSfor cutting down your cigarette
smoking!

area as well as loyal partnership between
the College and the police department.
The Office of Off-Campus Living also
hires police details to patrol the neigh
borhood dedicated to student safety re
lated issues.”
In terms of on-campus safety, Leyden
said he feels confident that students are
kept “exceptionally safe.” Leyden ex
plained that the presence of 35 blue light
emergency phones located strategically
throughout campus, a dedicated team of
security officials, and the recently ex
panded and updated surveillance equip
ment, which is monitored at all times and
in various locations, all help to ensure
the safety of PC students.
In addition, Leyden noted that his of
fice notifies students of all security re
lated incidents through postings in the
Slavin Center to ensure that students re
main aware of crime occurring both on
and off campus.
With such warnings in mind, many PC
students remain wary of their surround
ings despite precautions taken by the
safety and security office.
“I don’t feel safe off-campus, I never
walk anywhere alone and I yell at my
friends when they walk home alone at
night,” said Ashley McManus ’07. 1
never walk anywhere by myself, even
during the day, because I know I couldn’t
defend myself alone if something were

to happen.”
“I only go to areas where I feel some
what comfortable and I always carry a
cell phone,” said Liz Hogan ’07.

When going out at night, my
friends and I try to stay in big
groups and walk when other
people are around. I feel safe,
but I don’t know how much of
that is due to the fact that
nothing has happened to me to
think otherwise.
Becky Morgan ’07

“When I go to local bars, I always go
with a group of friends—I’d never go
walking around at night by myself,” said
Kristen Barca ’07. “As for on-campus,
the only time I feel a little unsafe is when
I’m walking from upper campus to lower
campus at night, but that is rare and I
know security is close by, so it’s not a
big deal.”

You may be eligible to participate in a research study if you are:

> a current daily smoker
> between the ages of 18 - 24
> enrolled in college
•
•

PROJECT S.A.V.E.
SEXUAL ASSAULT AND VIOLENCE EDUCATION

April 24

•
•
•
•

April 25

Ferna les-Peterson | Males-Aquinas Lounge
• A Rose By Any Other Name | 8:00 pm 64' Halil
• The Yellow Dress | 7:00 pm 64' Hall

April 26

Healthy Relationship Resource Fair 11:00-1:00l

April 23

Earn $75 in cash at your first appointment!
Earn between $210 & $523 in cash by providing us with
daily CO readings!

•

Earn up to $175 in cash for follow-up appointments!

For more information, please contact Polly at 444-1814 or
e-mail us at

(April 27

•
•

REWARDS@Brown.edu
A Research project sponsored by Brown University and the

National Institute on DrugAbuse
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I

(All Week

•
•

Cookout | 3:00 pm Slavin Lawn
Celebration Mass | 10:30 pm St Dominic
Midnight Mile | 12:00 am
Self-Defense | 5:00 pm

Raymond Lawn
Workshops | 7:00 pm Feinstein 400
Take Back the Night | 8:00 pm
Feinstein Courtyard
Clothesline Project in Raymond Hall
Silent Witness displayed throughout all events
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Films reel in controversy
By Sarah Vaz’07
World Editor

If you’re like many Americans, you
might want to rent some of the recent
award-winning films from your local
rental chain now that the Oscars are over.
Maybe you’d even like to
invest in a copy of
NEWS ANALYSIS Brokeback Mountain on
DVD after all the buzz
about it becoming a cinematic classic.
If you couldn’t catch it in theatres, it
would be the next best thing.
And that’s all well and good, as long
as you don’t'live in the Bahamas. The
Bahamian Plays and Films Control
Board has blocked the release of
Brokeback Mountain across the country,
and it’s not the only film under fire, as
many movies set to hit the big screen this
spring and summer are stirring up some
timeless controversies.
Claiming that the film’s “extreme
homosexuality, nudity, and profanity” is
of “no value” to the citizens of the is
land nation, the board’s decision has
drawn criticism from gay rights activists
and film enthusiasts alike.
Erin Green of the island’s Rainbow
Alliance organization described the
move as a calculated attempt “to censor
an entire community, the gay community,
in the democratic Bahamas.”
Calling the ban a farce, Green, who
is the organization’s spokeswoman,
pointed out that while the movie is
banned in cinemas, it is widely available
on DVD and video.
Newspapers and radio programs have
taken up the fight against the board’s
decision as well. On one radio program,
Liz Roberts, who works in the film in
dustry in the Bahamas, went so far as to
label the ban “Brokeback bigotry,” say
ing, “We don’t need to be told by some
sort of organization that this movie is
objectionable.”
Controversy is nothing new to the film
industry, and many coming attractions
will face as much backlash, if not more,
once released.
The Hollywood version of Dan

World Staff

The colorful sight of a multitude of
flags could be seen on the streets of New
York City last Saturday, as thousands of
people gathered to march in support of
immigrant rights. The
NEWS rally, like those held in
ANALYSIS Los Angeles, Chicago,
and Denver last week,
was in response to the new immigration
bill that is currently being considered by
the Senate. The bill, passed by the Judi
ciary Committee last week, would tighten
security along the Mexican border, in
stitute a “guest-worker program,” and
would allow an estimated 11 million il
legal immigrants to remain in the United
States under that provision.
The rally began around mid-morning,
as thousands of people, many of them
Hispanic, congregated by the Brooklyn
Borough Hall. From there they traversed
the Brooklyn Bridge, processing through
neighborhoods that once hosted Euro
pean and Asian immigrants coming in
through Ellis Island. They gathered in
Foley square to listen to immigration ad
vocates, clergymen, and elected officials
make speeches to the crowd.
Many decried the stricter immigration
law, passed by the House of Representa
tives in December. Designating illegal

Ask
PC

Do you think a rise in the
cost of loans will affect
students’ ability to go to
college?

BBC

The real-life Rwanda genocide that began on April 6,1994, is chronicled in
the British film Shooting Dogs through the eyes of a Catholic priest.
Brown’s DaVinci Code will star Tom
Hanks, and is set to be released on May
19. But the controversy that surrounded
the novel is only being fanned by the
movie’s production.
The plot questions the foundations of
Christianity. What is fact and what is fic
tion is a debate that has drawn the inter
est of many and the great ire of others.
But not all movies have to portray fic
tional or hypothetical situations to shake
up, and even anger, some critics and view
ers.
In fact, a new British film, Shooting
Dogs, tells the story of one of the first
massacres in Kigali, Rwanda, not unlike
last year’s Hotel Rwanda.
Made in Rwanda with Rwandan ac
tors and crew members, many of them
survivors of the genocide, the film has
other survivors speaking out against its
graphic portrayal.
Because the genocide occured just 12
years ago, many who experienced its hor
rors still remember it vividly.
One newspaper reported that school
girls who watched the filming at their
school needed to be treated for traumatic
flashbacks brought on by hearing the ac
tors repeat the chants that were used be

fore the slaughters.
Others do support the film’s mes
sage, like survivor Beata UwazanikaSmith. “Trauma will be with us until we
die,” she said. “It’s a part of who we
are.”
“Of course the film is hard for us
survivors, but we did not go on the set
thinking it was for laughs,” she added.
Even Rwandan president Paul
Kagame told reporters that this and other
films need to retell the story.
“I think that memoiy needs to be
kept,” Kagame said. “The film as such
is going to be a continued part of our
memory relating to the genocide.”
An estimated 800,000 people lost
their lives in the 1994 genocide. At a
screening for 2,000 citizens in Kigali,
the same reporters claimed only sobbing
was heard after the credits rolled, as sur
vivors remembered those they had lost
and how they had suffered.
During this week of film debates, the
less controversial King Kong broke Uni
versal Studio’s record for DVD sales by
taking in $100 million in its first week.
Sources: BBC, CarribbeanNetNews,
Reuters, NBC

Immigration battle moves off Capitol Hill
By Sarah Vernon ’07

______________April 6,2006

immigrants as felons, it would make it a conservatives have attacked its provi
federal crime to live illegally in the coun sion of granting amnesty. Among the
try. Currently, illegal immigration is only 10 Republicans on the Judiciary com
a violation of civil immigration law, not mittee, four voted in support of the bill.
criminal law. In addition, the House leg The rift in the party reflects conflicting
islation would strengthen border control party interests, as business leaders push
by building a 700-mile fence along the for the bill, while conservatives oppose
Mexican border. U.S. Representative granting citizenship. Such conservatives
Nydia Valzquez (D-N.Y.) criticized the have argued that legalizing immigrants
bill’s approach saying, “We should not be would hurt Americans by taking away
in the business of criminalizing undocu jobs during a recession.
mented immigrants.”
In supporting the legislation, the
The protest was one of many last week Bush administration has encountered
in response to the immigration legislation opposition. In the past, the President
being debated by the Senate. In contrast has stated his approval of a guest worker
to the bill passed by the House, the legis program such as the one included in the
lation in the Senate is supported by some bill. Last week, White Flouse spokes
immigrant advocacy organizations. It is man Scott McClellan expressed Bush’s
the largest effort in decades to attempt to approval of the legislation, saying that
grant legal status to illegal immigrants. he was “pleased to see the Senate mov
If the nation’s immigrants hold jobs, pass ing forward.”
criminal background checks, learn En
Legislators acknowledged that the
glish, and pay fines and back taxes, they protests of thousands of people in cities
will be granted citizenship.
across the country helped further the
According to the proposal, temporary bipartisan effort to put the bill through
workers could apply for a green card af the Judiciary committee to the Senate.
ter working in the country for six years. Committee chairman, Senator Arlen
Those who were unemployed for longer Specter (R-Penn.) voted in favor of it
than 60 days during that time would be saying, “I think this represents a rea
forced to leave the country. Citizenship sonable accommodation.” “We do not
would be granted five years after work want to create a fugitive class in
ers received their green card.
America,” he added.
While the legislation has garnered the
support of Senate Democrats, moderate Sources: The New York Times, BBC,
Republicans, and business leaders, many Reuters

“Yes. I think an increase in cost will
make it more difficult for potential
students to take on the financial
burden of college.”

Andrew Bagdasarian ’09

“It will affect the ability of students
to go to college, but the government
will find a way to work within the
system.”

Dan Cullinane ’07

“Yes, especially [for] under
privileged people.”

Donna Settoducato ’06

“Not with PC because most students
applying here wouldn’t need loans to
be here.”

Matt Meyer ’07

“No because a college education is a
really valuable thing today. People
will fmd a way around it.”

Morgan Bigelow ’06
Compiled by Julianne Spohrer ’07
and Allison Herrmann ’07
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Week in Review

ODDLY ENOUGH

Compiled by Erin Egan ’07

Local:

Kids Count Factbook released
The Annual Release of the Rhode Is
land Kids Count Factbook was held
Monday, April 3, at a breakfast in the
Warwick Crown Plaza. Guest speaker
Tamara Lucas Copeland, president of
Voices For America’s Children, began
the event with a powerful speech plead
ing for the public investment in children.
Copeland said he believes that, “public
investments in children and their fami
lies are a key factor in the quality of life
in our communities and our nation.”
Highlighted speakers included Governor
Donald Carcieri, The Honorable Patrick
J. Kennedy, Attorney General Patrick C.
Lynch, Mayor David N. Cicilline, and
youth speaker Chase Baptista.
The breakfast sparked serious discus
sion about the well-being of children and
provided politicians with the statistics
they need to create appropriate bills and
to prioritize budgets. All speakers
shared a growing concern for children’s
issues such as illiteracy, mental health,
and Rite Care. One of the most power
ful speakers, Chase Baptista, presently
attends the Community College of
Rhode Island and will be transferring to
Providence College next year. Chase
spoke of the hardship he endured as a
child and how organizations such as

College Loan
News
By Laura Bedrossian ’07
World Staff

Ever thought that today’s college
loans are not as expensive to pay back
as you would like them to be? Well, you
are in luck because low-cost loans may
become a thing of the past.
Every July 1, interest rates on loans
for students are fixed for the year to fol
low. However, this July 1, the interest
rates on many federal education loans
are set to jump because of the Congres
sional cuts made for next year’s federal
budget.
The long-term costs of a college edu
cation, better known as loan repayment,
may be increased by the addition of
thounsands or tens of thousands of dol
lars of new debt..
Under this new legislation, the rates
for Stafford Loans—which represent the
vast majority of federal education
loans—will jump to a height of 6.8 per
cent.
Currently, Stafford Loans are fixed
at a variable rate range of 4.75 percent
to 5.38 percent. Similarly, the rate for

Youth in Action helped him persevere.
Sister Mary Reilly, founder of Sophia
Academy, a non-profit private school
serving girls of Rhode Island, brought
attention to the social and emotional
needs of children and the issues they have
to overcome, including health care and
affordable housing. Sister Reilly asked,
“How does a child go to school with all
these concerns on their minds?”
After going over the estimated time of
90 minutes, Elizabeth Burke Byrant, Ex
ecutive Director of Rhode Island Kids
Count, hurried her thank you for all those
attending.
National:

Captured journalist returns to U.S.
After being freed on Thursday, March
30,28-year-old U.S. journalist Jill Carroll
arrived home in Boston on Sunday, April
2. Carroll, an Arabic-speaking freelance
journalist, was abducted in Baghdad on
Jan. 7 by unknown gunmen while en route
to an interview. Her translator did not
survive the attack, but their driver escaped
unharmed.
Carroll was forced to participate in a
propaganda video on her last night as a
captive in which she said she was not
threatened. After her release in Germany,
she reported that her kidnappers were
“criminals at best.” She declared, “I was,

and remain, deeply angry with the people
who did this.” Since her release. Carroll
has spent time with her family and re
leased all statements through her em
ployer, the Boston-based Christian Sci
ence Monitor.

International:

Sympathy strike compounds problem
French rail workers and teachers en
gaged in a one-day sympathy strike this
past Tuesday to show their support for
the French youth rallies who oppose the
new Contract Premiere Embauche. The
labor bill was signed by President
Jacques Chirac in hopes of decreasing
the French youth unemployment rate,
which is currently 20 percent. This rate
is approximately twice the European av
erage of 9.6 percent.
The demonstrations have spurred
much upheaval in regions such as
Marseille, Bordeaux, Nantes, and most
predominately in Paris—where tens of
thousands have been attending riots since
Tuesday afternoon. Operations of the
French airports, inter-city rail links, and
metro are being closely watched, and
some schools have been closed for the
day due to the unions’ call for strike.
Sources: The Providence Journal, NBC

Music causes mayhem
Harraj Mann took a taxi to the Brit
ish Durham Tees Valley Airport where
he boarded his plane to London; he was
soon removed from the flight and taken
into custody for police questioning.
The 24-year-old was removed from
the plane after his taxi driver reported
that he may be a terrorist—since Mann
was singing The Clash’s 1979 anthem
“London Calling.” The song lyrics state,
“Now war is declared—and battle come
down,” while other lines warn of a “melt
down expected.”
The taxi had been outfitted so that rid
ers can plug in their MP3 players; Mann’s
airport ride included The Clash, Led
Zepplin, and The Beatles. “He [the taxi
driver] didn’t like Led Zepplin or the
Clash but I dont think there was any rea
son to call police,” said Mann.
A spokeswoman for the Durham po
lice said that Mann was released after
questioning, but he had unfortunately
missed his flight. She added that the re
port of the taxi driver was well-inten
tioned, and that the police would not want
to discourage anyone from reporting
their genuine concerns. Clearly in En
gland, Big Brother is watching—or listening-as the case may be.
Sources: Reuters, Yahoo

—Kathryn Treadway ’06

rates skyrocket the cost of college
loans taken out by parents on behalf of
their children will increase from 6.1 per
cent to 8.5 percent.
According to the U.S Department of
Education, after taking into account in
flation, the debt for the average college
student has increased by more than 5 per
cent throughout the last ten years.
This increase is the result of skyrock
eting college tuition prices and the de
crease in grants and state aid; resulting in
the student’s greater dependency on loans
to pay for the increasing tuition.
The new interest rates will result in
payments that are 20 percent higher com
pared to the rates of 2004-05. Accord
ing to the Project on Student Debt, this
will double the total interest paid over the
life of the loan.
Margo Alpert of Chicago, a 29-yearold public interest lawyer, will spend
more than 30 years repaying her debt. Ev
ery month she must pay between $500
and $600, which is automatically de
ducted from her salary to pay off college
loans. Alpert will rid herself of her col
lege debt by the time she is in her mid50s.
“It’s going to be part of my life for
ever,” Alpert said in regard to her monthly

payment plan. “I don’t think about it at
all because it’s just a fact of life.”

Reality will begin to hit for
student loan borrowers this
summer. A lot of borrowers
were helped in the past two
years by the ability to lock in
low interest rates. That
opportunity is slipping away.
Robert Shireman,
The Project on Student Debt
“I can’t afford my lifestyle. I’m not
in a position to buy a place. I can’t buy a
condo and don’t know when I would,
unless my income changed dramati
cally,” said Carrie Gevirtz, a 28-year-old
social worker who makes a monthly pay
ment of $250 to pay offher college debts.
Gevirtz attempts to supplement her
income by babysitting for friends and
teaching kickboxing at a health club.’T
was not prepared for this. It really
freaked me out,” Gervirtz said.
For the future, parents are going to
have to start saving early. State-spon

sored 529 programs can give savings
accounts some help. The earnings on the
savings are tax-free as they grow, and the
accounts can be spent on qualified col
lege expenses without being taxed.
Residents in each state can also
qualify for deductions up to a specified
amount on their state income taxes.
There are also many scholarships oppor
tunities which are available on
FastWeb.com and CoIlegeAnswer.com,
among other Web sites.
Also, the Free Application for Fed
eral Student Aid (FAFSA) is always help
ful in terms of receiving the Federal Pell
Grant, which can supply a student with
up to $4,000 in aid.
“Reality will begin to hit for student
loan borrowers this summer,” said Rob
ert Shireman, executive director of the
Project on Student Debt in Washington,
D.C. “A lot of borrowers were helped in
the past two years by the ability to lock
in low interest rates. That opportunity is
slipping away.”

Sources: MercuryNews, The Gazette,
The Chicago Tribune

Weekly

Spotlight Taylor preacher, warlord, and president
By Matthew Sullivan ’06
World Staff

Last week, former Liberian President
Charles Taylor was handed over to the
United Nations to be tried for war
crimes. The former leader was captured
by Nigerian forces after he had tried to
flee that country when his asylum there
had been revoked.
Taylor was bom in Liberia in 1948
to a prominent family which traced its
roots back to freed slaves who founded
the country in the 19th century. In the
’70s Taylor came to the United States
and earned a degree in economics from
Bentley College in Massachusetts. Fol
lowing his graduation, he returned to
Liberia to serve in the administration of
Samuel Doe who came to power in a
coup in 1980.
In 1983, when Taylor was charged
with embezzlement in Liberia, he fled
to the United States. Once here, he was
arrested and held in Massachusetts at the
request of the Liberian government.
While waiting to be extradited to
Liberia, however, Taylor managed to

escape from prison and the United States.
After his successful prison break, Tay
lor was believed to have gone to Libya
where he trained with Libyan President
Muammar Qaddafi.
In 1989, Taylor led a guerilla group
known as the National Patriotic Front of
Liberia from the Ivory Coast. In 1990 the
rebel forces reached Liberia’s capital city,
Monrovia, and drove President Doe from
power. However, those forces were led
by Prince Johnson, who became president
after he had Doe executed.
Following the rise of Johnson to the
presidency, Taylor began a civil war
against the new president. For five years,
the war raged on claiming the lives of
200,000 people. In 1995 a peace agree
ment was brokered.
During Johnson’s presidency, Taylor
was also involved in supporting a civil
war in neighboring Siena Leone for
which he was charged with war crimes.
In the 1997 elections in Liberia, which
followed the peace agreement, Taylor was
elected president. Many supported him
because they feared that if he lost, the civil
war would resume. His campaign slogan

Google Images

Former Liberian President Charles
Taylor has pleaded not guilty to
allegations of war crimes.
read, “He killed my ma, he killed my pa,
but I will vote for him.”
During his time in the presidency,
Taylor faced opposition to his rule. In
1999 a group known as Liberians for
Reconciliation and Democracy (LURD)
began a revolt against the Taylor gov-

emment. Movement for Democracy in
Liberia (MODEL) emerged in 2003 in
opposition to Taylor’s reign and had
rapid success.
In the summer of 2003, Taylor faced
intense domestic and international oppo
sition. The United Nations then charged
Taylor with war crimes in June 2003 and
called for his arrest. In July, President
George W. Bush publicly called for Tay
lor to resign and leave Liberia. Bush also
stationed 2,300 Marines off the coast of
Liberia. On August 11, Taylor resigned
and fled to Nigeria where had been prom
ised asylum.
On March 17, 2006 Liberia de
manded that Taylor be extradited, and on
March 25 the Nigerian government
agreed. After an attempted escape to
Cameroon, Taylor was handed over to
the United Nations. Taylor is set to stand
trial before Special Court for Sierra
Leone on charges of war crimes.
Taylor has pleaded not guilty to the
charges against him. He told the court,
“Most definitely, I did not and could not
have committed these acts.”
Soucres: PBS, BBC, Wikipedia
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Hugs, kisses, and of course, cheers
by

Christine Bagley ’06

Managing Editor Emeritus

The Rhode
by

Chris Ackley ’06

Commentary Editor Emeritus

Charlie Sheen is not a physicist, he is
not a CIA analyst, and he is not George
W. Bush’s former secretary of the trea
sury. His best line of all time might be,
“You put snot on the ball?” from the
baseball epic Major League. Despite
lacking any sort of credentials, Charlie
Sheen spoke up about Sept. 11, and even
if people aren’t listening to him, they are
at least hearing him.
Two weeks ago, on the radio program
of political analyst Alex Jones, Sheen
raised serious questions pertaining to the
United States government’s role in the
attacks of Sept. 11, overtly stating that
inconsistencies in information pointed to
a cover-up hiding “what really hap
pened.” Soon after the interview, Sheen’s
statements were publicized on CNN and
The New York Post, both venues rarely
paying attention to the growing collec
tion of dissenting opinions surrounding
9/11.
I am not completely supporting or
rejecting Sheen’s theory, but rather ques
tioning how he became the figure respon
sible for exposing more Americans to the
idea of a government cover-up of 9/11
than any number of pundit experts com
bined, including the personalities listed
in the beginning of this article. And sur
prisingly, Sheen received significant sup
port from CNN viewers in an online poll
run alongside his controversial state
ments.
Many right-wing bloggers and politi
cal personalities have branded Sheen as
a washed-up actor who has no business
talking about such a volatile subject.
Still, these critics revert to immediate
character attacks instead of debunking
Sheen’s interesting, yet inductive, rea
soning. The most recent high profile at
tack came courtesy of government apolo
gist and former White House media re
lations mouthpiece Betsy Hart, whose
columns are syndicated to more than 350
US newspapers. Hart said, “The threat
of Islamic terrorism is so frightening, so
unpredictable, so unknowable that in
some ways it’s easier and more manage
able for some folks to think that our gov
ernment is behind it all.”
Reflecting on American history, some
of our nation’s most pivotal and tragic
moments are shrouded in mystery. From
the sinking of the U.S.S. Maine in 1898
to the bombing of Pearl Harbor in 1941
and most recently the attacks of Sept.
11—the facts surrounding all three are
unclear at best. It is understandable that
information would be lost in such hys
teric times. However, the fact that all
three of these incidents resulted in the
U.S. embarking on serious military en
deavors is cause for further thought—a
practice often jettisoned in favor of mob
mentality during times of crisis.
I think it is important for the public
to be acquainted with terms such as 9/11
stand down and Operation Northwoods
(go ahead, Wikipedia away), but using
Charlie Sheen as a vehicle to reveal these
alternative ideas only weakens their al
ready tenuous credibility. It should be
interesting to watch in the coming weeks
and months if Sheen’s comments open
the floodgates for further discussion of
Sept. 11, or if his comments die in ob
scurity.

Sources: prisonplanet.com, Wikipedia

I will be honest. It scares me to think
about the event that will occur on cam
pus this weekend: “Class of 2010: Fam
ily Day.” In all seriousness, I am getting
teary-eyed just composing
CAMPUS this Swan Song. Am I actu
ally acknowledgingthe fact
that I will be graduating in
six weeks? No, that can’t be it. Defi
nitely not.
In the Spring of 2002, I attended
Family Day as a senior in high school,
as “Welcome Class of2006” banners and
balloons adorned the college grounds.
2006 seemed like a distant year. But, as
quickly as the years have flown by, I
know the experiences 1 have had here at
Providence College can never been
traded for anything.
In my four years at PC, I have made
friends with some brilliant and talented
people—professors and classmates alike.
As I entered PC, the separation was dif
ficult from my two best friends, Mom and
Dad. Still, I found comfort in my new
family—the PC community. Looking
back on my decision to attend PC, I know
it was one of the best choices I have made
thus far.
Everyone hopes to choose a college
that they believe will fit them best. For
us graduating seniors, it is evident that
we decided to attend PC by the power of
intuition—something attracted us to ap
ply and ultimately decide to attend. As
an incoming freshman four years ago, I

had an inclination that the PC commu
nity would be a good fit for me. Indeed,
the intimate campus, the liberal arts edu
cation, and the variety of clubs and ac
tivities, are some of PC’s most attrac
tive features.
My involvement in The Cowl, as a
creative writer, Portfolio editor, and as
managing editor during the past three
years, has been nothing but rewarding.
1 respect and love each member of the
staff and am so proud to have been a part
of such a wonderful organization. When
I land my dream job managing the maga
zine Teen People, I will personally visit
The Cowl office, and thank them for
jump-starting my love and appreciation
for journalism.

In my four years at PC, I have
made friends with some brilliant
and talented people—professors
and classmates alike. As I
entered PC, the separation was
difficult from my two best
friends, Mom and Dad. Still, I
found comfort in my new
family—the PC community.
Chrisine Bagley ’06
Aside from my work on The Cowl, I
have volunteered in various community
service organizations both on and off
campus. As a volunteer for Urban Ac
tion, Habitat for Humanity, and Special
Olympics, I was continually afforded the
opportunity to meet others who shared

my passion for giving back to the com
munity. If you had asked me four years
ago if I would have been involved as a
kickboxing and yoga instructor, I would
have laughed. Now, as a senior, I have
done more jab punches, round-house
kicks, and downward dog poses than any
21-year-old that I know. Still, whether
in The Cowl office, or in Peterson Aero
bics room, I know I have used every op
portunity and challenge presented to me
as a learning experience.
The band Semisonic explains the
feeling of graduating college best with
their lyric, “every new beginning comes
from some other beginning’s end” from
the song Closing Time, Call it cliche, but
we have all had to conclude a chapter in
one book to begin a new one somewhere
else during our lifetimes. I joke that I
am not ready to “attend life,” but I know
that my experiences in the classroom, ex
tracurricular activities, and living on my
own, have all contributed to how I have
grown in just four short years.
I sincerely wish every member of the
Class of 2006 the best of luck in all of
your future endeavors. As you begin this
new chapter of your life, remember to use
every opportunity presented as a learn
ing experience. Find an activity that you
want to explore further—perhaps some
thing new and challenging—and commit
yourself. I am confident that I will hear
good things from each and every one of
you, as you contribute your own special
talents in whichever community you
settle.
Hugs, Kisses, and of course, Cheers.

My divine comedy at Providence College
by

Terence Sweeney ’06
Commentary Staff

“In the middle of the journey of our
life /1 found myself in a dark wilderness
/ for I had wandered from the straight
and true.” With these words, Dante be
gan his Divine Comedy,
CAMPUS and with hindsight I realize
that when I entered Provi
dence College I, too, had
wandered from the straight and true. I
rarely find it valuable or wise to write
about oneself on the pages of the Com
mentary section, but I feel the need in
my final article to explain why I so often
refer to Providence College as my be
loved, and why Providence College is my
Beatrice. The answer is this: as Beatrice’s
prayers led to Dante’s salvation, PC’s
education saved me when I was lost in a
wilderness.
When I arrived at PC, I was a fer
vent, although not fully open, atheist. I
came to a Catholic school with the con
viction that religion was a farce but para
doxically believed that Catholics were
unique in their ability to offer a liberal
arts education. My hope was quite sim
ply to learn from the Catholics what 1
could so 1 could continue in Voltaire’s
mission “to kill the infamous thing [the
Church].”
God works marvelous deeds and al
though I did not will it, I soon found my
faulty principles collapsing. I had based
my antireligious convictions on the
theory that all religion was fundamen
tally irrational, and since man’s highest
attribute was reason, then religion was
an assault on the greatness of man. I be
lieved that religious-based ethics sought
to enslave people to a morality of altru
ism instead of a true morality of selfish
individualism. I was content, proud, and

unhappy in my belief. But like Milton’s
Satan, in my unhappiness I thought I was
strong and that 1 “could make a heaven
of hell, a hell of heaven.”
Our great school would not let me
rest on my philosophies. Like all my fel
low students, I was tossed into a course
that demanded that I study not only
things I believe in but the full catalogues
of Western ideas. Agreat strength of PC
is that it believes in Truth and therefore
is not afraid of falsehood. PC makes us
read Nietzsche when he declares that
“God is dead, but for thousands of years
his shadow will be shown. And we still
have to vanquish his shadow.” The vir
tues of this school, which are deeply
rooted in Thomism, require us not to be
afraid of objections in the search for
truth. It was this open search that forced
me to begin to see the truth.
I soon found my values and ideals
unraveling as I watched the West grow
and decay. Reading Aquinas, Dante,
Kierkegaard, Beckett, Milton, Chaucer,
Eliot, and above all Dostoevsky, I real
ized that worldly philosophies cannot
provide wisdom. I could not create a re
sponse to Dostoevsky’s claim that, “if
you were to destroy in mankind the be
lief in immortality, that not only love,
but every living force maintaining the
life of the world would at once be dried
up.” Dostoevsky’s claim is that without
a living, loving God, there is no mean
ing, no ethics, no value to my life or
yours, that we should face life as ally
ing hell, that upon our births our moth
ers should whisper in our ears “abandon
all hope ye who enter here.” It was then
that I began to understand the depths of
the truths that PC, as an institution of
the Church, taught.
An undercurrent of all four years be
came the notion that the way to Veritas

is faith—but not faith alone. “Faith seek
ing understanding” was the path to truth. I
came to believe that only in the ark of
Christ’s Church could humanity be
saved. It was then that I returned to the
Church.
This may seem like a rather cerebral
story, but all along my path at PC I have
been enriched by a community of people
beyond compare. As I have struggled on
my pilgrimage through PC to seek He
who heals the sick, I have been aided by
great friends and great people. For when
professors like Rev. David L. Stokes,
O.P., Dr. Richard Grace, Dr. Matthew
Cuddeback, and Dr. Anthony Esolen and
their wisdom, when I entered St. Dominic
I found Rev. Paul J. Keller, O.P. and so
many great Dominicans and their great
faith, and when I entered all those great
bars through these years I found Nick,
Joe, Jon, and Mike. At each juncture of
my time here, there have been so many
people who were ready and willing to of
fer me aid, comfort, and of course, good
times.
1 owe so much to Providence because
through
Providence
I
found
grace. However, I am not unique in this;
I know that others in different ways found
happiness, friends, and faith here at
Providence. PC claims to “transform
lives.” I have seen in my life and other
lives that this is true. I believe that my
story is emblematic of many students at
this school. And I yearn for the moment
when we will all sing together, “O,
Mother of Truth, we proudly pledge to
thee undying love and steadfast loyalty.” I
love Providence College, I shall miss
Providence College, and I shall never
forget Providence College because
Providence College has given me the
hope that I may someday see “the love
that moves the sun and other stars.”
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Tangents and Tirades
Motion City Trainwreck Maybe this is just another case of me being tragically
out of the loop, but who are these bands we found to play in our spring concert this
year? Did Moosejuice cancel at the last minute due to frontman Stephan Delbos
’05’s chronic metaphysical angst? In past years, while I was awkwardly trying to
dance to hip-hop, at least there was the satisfaction of being able to confidently
name-drop to my friends from home who had played in our spring concert. This
year I feel like maybe my youngercousins will be impressed when I tell them that
Motion City Soundtrack rocked the proverbial house, but even they have become
jaded and cynical since entering middle school. Have no fear, though, culturally
concerned readers—tickets for Wilco’s April 20 show in Providence just went on
sale. That other school across the river managed to land the group as the center
piece of its spring weekend, which also features Common, Ted Leo and the Pharma
cists, OK Go, and Yerba Buena. Tickets are still available if any of those acts tickle
your fancy.—Chris Ackley ’06

Something is
Our Two Cents coming over: last
week’s tangent
well taken
by

stood. Our brains are not constructed to
learn languages late in life; learning a
second language in adulthood is ex
tremely difficult. The annoyance that
many students express when they en
counter a professor with an accent means
that there is a real problem here at PC.
Most students have had to study a for
eign language at some point during their
high school or college careers and
should remember and be sensitive to the
difficulties in mastering the sounds, pro
nunciations, and nuances of that lan
guage. To learn a language without the
benefit of an intensive course is even
more challenging and commendable.
Jones’ article about PC’s lack of ap
preciation for diversity is compelling.
She is entirely correct—our first step in
appreciating
diversity
and
multiculturalism needs to begin imme
diately. We do not need to look far to
experience different languages and cul
tures. Students can begin by appreciat
ing the diversity and culture that their
own professors offer within the class
room.

Betsy Rouleau ’08

Commentary Staff

Kelly H. Jones ’07’s tangent last week
on the problem of xenophobia at Provi
dence College was a particularly poignant
discussion about language. She writes,
“[Students] cannot get beyond their
professor’s foreign accent or background
and appreciate how difficult it must be to
educate people whose first language is
your second language.” Many students
become frustrated with professors’ ac
cents and neglect to realize the enormous
intelligence that these educators possess.
The issue of language is one that we can
not escape in this day and age. Many
Americans become irritated when they
hear accents or when communication is
slightly more difficult than with a native
English speaker.
It wasn’t until I found myself in a
Spanish-speaking country for the first
time that I realized how difficult it is to
be on the other side of the language bar
rier. I understood what it was like to be
unable to make myself clearly under-
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Letters to the Editor:
Students for Chafee
With the threat of terrorism, the ris
ing cost of energy, and a national debt
that is spiraling out of control, it is im
perative that we have leaders who are
willing to ask the tough questions and
who remain focused on securing our fu
ture. We need more leaders like Senator
Lincoln Chafee, representing us in Wash
ington, and that is why we are forming
Students for Chafee, a group dedicated
to encouraging students from around the
state to come out in support of Senator
Chafee’s re-election.
The Students for Chafee organization
will have a strong and active presence in
each of Rhode Island’s colleges, in vari
ous high schools throughout the state,
and among young professionals. Like
Senator Chafee, we will draw on a broad
range of support. We believe that the Re
publican Party needs and deserves to
have a big tent and we will reach out to
college Republican groups, groups that
protect civil liberties, and environmen
tal organizations throughout local college
campuses.
This is a fiercely contested election,
and Students for Chafee will encourage
people of vastly different backgrounds
to staff polling places, go door-to-door,
make phone calls, and bring their friends
into a larger grassroots network of sup
port. Just as Senator Chafee brings dif
ferent groups together, Students for
Chafee will adapt a similar attitude by
being a truly inclusive organization, dedi
cated to protecting our future by promot
ing policies that work.
We are energized, we are committed,
and we are eager to let you know why
Rhode Island needs Lincoln Chafee. We
respect Senator Chafee’s passionate
commitment to the environment. As the
next generation of leaders, we want to
inherit a world that is not marred by pol
lution and poor stewardship. We care
about the environment and support en
vironmental protections, if only because
they will determine the quality of the air
we breathe and the water we drink.
We need to send Senator Chafee back
to Washington so he can continue to work
for innovative and forward looking poli
cies that preserve Rhode Island’s coast
lines, rivers, and forests for this and fu
ture generations. As Senator, he has
worked to keep our air and water clean,
by voting against harmful legislation that
would lower emissions standards and
imperil our health. Perhaps most impres
sively is the fact that Senator Chafee has
demonstrated a unique, commendable
ability to bring together members of the
business and environmental communities
through his Brownfields legislation,
which revitalizes contaminated lands and

turns them into vibrant commercial and
civic places.
We believe that Senator Chafee has
the vision necessary to change our en
ergy policy. Our generation stands to pay
the economic and environmental price
associated with America’s dangerous de
pendence on foreign oil. If we are going
to break this addiction to oil, we must
support leaders like Senator Chafee who
are working to promote sustainable en
ergy alternatives. Senator Chafee has
worked tirelessly to pass legislation that
would dramatically reduce air pollution,
raise fuel efficiency standards, and save
hardworking tax payers’ money at the gas
pump. Again, these are the kinds of poli
cies we need if America is going to
achieve energy independence, and these
are the kinds of ideas that we, as the next
generation ofAmericans need to support.
We support Senator Chafee’s fiscal
conservatism and admire his record as a
leading deficit hawk. As tax payers, we
are worried about the out-of-control
spending in Washington, and we believe
that Senator Chafee is the only candi
date with the vision to secure our eco
nomic future.
,(;I
Senator Chafee is focused on ensur
ing that our legacy is not one of debt and
escalating taxes. That’s why he has been
the leader in the battle to reinstitute a
Pay-As-You-Go approach to federal
spending. The principle is simple—if
members of Congress decide to institute
new tax cuts or entitlement spending,
they have to find a way to pay for them
first.
Leaders like Senator Chafee need our
help so they can keep fighting for poli
cies like PAYGO that will ensure that our
generation is not saddled with hundreds
of billions of dollars of debt.
Senator Chafee is a proud Republi
can in the mold of John McCain and
Theodore Roosevelt, who is able to get
results because of his commitment to
bringing disparate coalitions together.
Senator Chafee’s record as a Republi
can who is pro-bill of rights and an eco
nomic conservative uniquely positions
him to work from the center. That is im
portant. It is only by bringing people to
gether, by rising above partisan rancor,
and by always talking straight about the
problems we face that Rhode Island and
this country can achieve its promise.
In working to ensure Lincoln
Chafee’s re-election, Students for Chafee
is standing up for a principled leader who
will not mortgage our future for short
term political gain but will instead shape
it through the clarity of his vision and
the strength of his character.
Sarah Highland ’08
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Words of wisdom from an editor and a student
Editor In Chief
Emeritus, Michael J.
Massey, provides
readers of The Cowl
with four ways to a
more successful
college.
by

Michael J. Massey ’06

Editor In Chief Emeritus

Writing this “swan song” is something
1 have dreaded for the past few months.
It is not because I do not have anything
to say, nor because I dislike being given
the opportunity to vent my feelSWAN ings to a massive audience. The
SONG main reason I have been un' comfortable, is because 1 fear
no one will listen to what I have to say—
or at least they will not take it seriously.
I admit, I may not be the most qualified
person to dole out advice and present so
lutions to age-old problems; however I
will try my best.

Communication
The biggest problem I have experi
enced at this school has been the lack of
communication between the student
body and the administration. Though
Rev. Brian J. Shanley, O.P. has improved
the dialogue, there is still much work to
be done. This is not high school; the stu
dents at PC deserve to be treated as
adults and should be included in the de
cision making process of the College.
Student Congress’ proposals and deci
sions should be made independent of any
and all administration members—ifnot,
then why are students not allowed to sit
in on board of trustees meetings?

Join a club
Students need to be held accountable
as well. There are so many things to do
on this campus besides going to class,
eating at Ray, and then going back to
your room to nap. Get involved and
make a difference in the lives of those
around you by taking the initiative to try
something new. The most frustrating re
mark I hear from underclassmen is that
they’re so busy. Relish your work; let it
teach you responsibility and scholarship.
When you go to apply for a job, the in
terviewer may not ask about The Iliad,

Madame Bovary, or The Brothers
Karamazov specifically, but 1 guarantee
they will want to know what you have
been doing for the past four years, and
you’d better have a damn good answer.

Diversity, diversity, diversity
If there’s one thing I will always re
member about Providence College, it’s
the word “diversity.” Ethnic diversity will
take time to grow at PC; there’s not a lot
we can do now on account of our small
endowment. However, what we can do
is foster intellectual diversity, which
starts by establishing ourselves as inde
pendent, free-thinking individuals.
The first obstacle that comes to mind
is the barbaric practice of hazing. With
out participating in the incriminating
naming of certain clubs and organiza
tions, it is enough to say’that these “wel
coming rituals” must end. How can we
foster an environment of independence
and creativity ifthe criterion for entrance
requires us to do as we are told so that
other people will accept us? Stand up for
yourselves and create an environment be
yond the generic, J. Crew-catalog look
that most PC students adhere to.
Don’t take it for granted
A degree from Providence College is

a privilege, not a right. This is the only
time in our lives when our full time job
is to do nothing but learn. Take advan
tage of this opportunity. Take classes that
challenge you and require you to push
your boundaries. Don’t just coast by with
joke classes and professors who are
afraid to give below a B.
My point is: be thankful for your time
at PC because not everybody gets to go
to college. We are the lucky ones. For
most of us, we’ve spent the last four years
living a sheltered life, away from the
troubles of the working world. Let’s not
look back on our time here with regret,
but with pride. Pride that we met the great
challenges that PC put before us with
force and with integrity.
I believe that I have a unique perspec
tive of PC (I was admitted at the last
possible moment from the waiting list),
but I hope that even those students who
are here on full scholarship can feel the
same sense of pride I know 1 will feel
when my name is called and when I walk
across the stage at the Civic Center. 1
know that I am leaving a great institu
tion, and with a little time, even PC’s
most serious problems-qan be corrected
to make it even better.

When you have the bleus Yankee, get it together!
Our new staff member
promotes the renaming
of Molotov cocktails:
‘Freedom cocktails’ just
works better.
by

Andrew Sparks’09

Commentary Staff

Americans have always been proud
of the rough and tumble Yankee
spirit. “We the people” jump right in and
“get ’er done,” smashing forces of evil
and flexing our interna
FRANCE tional muscle. However, I
would like to draw attention
to the softer side of
America—the behavior that is unique to
modern Yankees. I am speaking of
course, about non-violent protests.
Rencently, there has been an abun
dance of clearly rowdy and downright
violent protests all across the globe. We
have of course the prime example of the
Mohammed Cartoon protests, resulting
in dozens of deaths and massive amounts
of property damage. However, what
about our usually mellow, tolerant, and
leisurely European counterparts?
France—one of the most relaxed coun
tries in Europe—has had the most trouble
recently in terms of riots. France was
racked last fall by the riots of the disen
franchised immigrant youth. In the after
math of the youth riots, more than 7,000
cars were burned and several schools and
even nurseries were torched by arsonists.
Last month, France endured another
round of protests. Once again, those pro
tests have taken a turn for the
worse. What began as a peaceful protest
for employees’ rights quickly and pre
dictably turned into a riot. Just days af
ter legislation was introduced to facili
tate both firing and hiring in order to re
duce unemployment, French youth re
sorted to violence to express their
discontent. Again, cars were prime tar
gets for this round of riots. Although
peaceful rallies were originally the pre
ferred means of protest, it seems that the
young French have had a few too many
cafe o laits and have taken to throwing
Molotov cocktails at police instead.
However, it is important not only to
note how these French protests con
stantly turn violent, but also what these
protestors are actually fighting
for. Surely such incendiary riots are fight
ing for a just cause, right? Well, not
quite. Basically, these French youth are
fighting the First Job Contract (in
French—CPE) bill. The CPE would al

low employers to fire employees within
two years of being hired without giving
a reason in order to open up jobs to bet
ter workers and reduce unemployment.
Basically, these young rioters are fight
ing to win the right to sit on their duffs
all day and do the bare minimum of
work, with little or no fear of being
fired. Though many people would
choose to do that if they could—French
or not—not everyone is willing to vio
lently riot in order to protest such a relatively frivolous bill as the CPE.
On the other side of the spectrum is
our great nation and its overwhelmingly
violence-free protest record. For ex
ample, during the Great Depression, 30
percent of all Americans were unem
ployed, yet there was little or no hostile
consequences. Instead, we waited until
the next election to quietly cast our votes
and hope for the best—we saw
results. Our European counterparts, on
the other hand, saw governments over
thrown and radical policies and regimes
installed with as little as 10 percent
unemployment.
Also, the Million
Man March was
done entirely
peacefully, with
out even as much
as a single punch
thrown. What’s more,
that march wasn’t just
about fringe employee
rights, but rather was a
rally to gain something
as fundamental as equal
rights
for
all
Americans. It is amazing to
think that so many people who had
been treated as second-class citizens
were able to show such restraint and
patience, ft also serves as an example to
the rest of the world that non-violent pro
tests do indeed get the message across
and yield results.
Yet another testament to the success
of peaceful American protests is recent
Immigrant Rights rallies that have been
taking place. In Los Angeles alone, more
than 500,000 peacefully gathered to pro
test the resentment and racism against
Hispanic immigrants and to display the
widespread support for government
help.
Clearly, Americans are doing some
thing correctly. Our non-violent protests
do not point toward a timid and wimpy
public, but rather serve as spectacular
examples of levelheaded and peaceful
means which produce effective
results. So, France—and the rest of the
world—take a chill pill.

Another writer asks: Is
it better to bum a car or
sit back and let the
meaning of citizenship
fade away?
by

Kelly H. Jones ’07

Commentary Editor

Since Sept. 11, Americans have be
come mere spectators of, rather than par
ticipants in, democracy and freedom. We
are inactive, we are comatose, and no
peaceful, gazillion-man
march on Washington,
FRANCE D.C., could convince our
government to give back
any of the power it has denied us in re
cent years. There is a reason that chaos
and revolt have surged in the international
community, and there is a reason that the
United States has remained “normal” and
complacent. In renouncing our empow
erment, we U.S. citizens have also
renounced our ideals and values,
while other parts of the
world cling desperately to the ideal of
the necessity of re
volt.
Revolt is necessary
under conditions that
prohibit active citizen
participation and re
sponsibility. This no
tion gave birth to our
nation. Now, we are
“normalized”—
graphic by:
deadened by an
Kelly Jones ’07
oppressive media,
an economy that
does few people good and millions of
people harm, and a bipartisanship that
serves as a decoy for real political ac
tion. We do not even think of the riots in
places like France as worthy of any value
judgment. The riots are neither “good”
nor “bad”—we hardly even notice them.
Good or bad, these riots may be neces
sary, and the French youth may have cho
sen an acceptable course of action in at
tempting to hold their government re
sponsible for its actions.
Many who are dissatisfied with the
Bush administration have become so sullen that they chose to wait it out—many
who are dissatisfied with Jacques
Chirac’s administration have become
violent and consumed by the need to take
action. Burning cars and throwing
Molotov cocktails sounds distinctly unAmerican, but perhaps it should be an
alternative to allowing our government

to represent us in fallacious and immoral
ways.
Violence is an uncomfortable noun to
deal with, and it absolutely should be.
Some argue that violence begets violence
and that no progress can be made from a
negative revolution. France has seen this
before: During the French Revolution,
women played a key role in organizing
the bloody resistance; after the Revolu
tion, they were reduced, once more, to
being treated like scum. Obviously, this
an example of wrong or counterintuitive
violence—as is the burning of schools
or busses or anything that does the pub
lic good. Burning the car of a wealthy
French elitist who supports discrimina
tion among Muslims or youths in the
workplace, however, does not seem far
fetched.
Furthermore, there must also be a dis
tinction made between right and wrong
violence in the case of war. A justified
war would be supported by the citizens
of the participating country, and the mili
tary which fought the war would be made
up of said citizens. Such a military could
not involve active discrimination, or
largely be comprised of minorities and
the poor who see no alternative. Warlike
violence can only be justified by a dire
need of the country’s self-preservation
and the decision to go to war must lie in
the hands of the citizens, not in the venge
ful or paranoid few who make up the gov
ernment.
In order for a violent type of revolt to
be successful, it would have to com
pletely eliminate even the possibility for
the oppressive structure. That does not
necessarily mean toppling the French or
American governments and wallowing in
anarchy. It does mean that in order for
the citizens of both countries to re-empower themselves, they must annihilate
that part of the government which is the
source of their oppression. This is the
positive aspect of the violence in
France—though it ultimately may have
gone overboard, it has achieved the goal
of necessary revolt. France’s government
is answering to the French.
Freedom, democracy, and all of those
“Americanisms” which we take for
granted cannot be traded like stock or
bought on Ebay in the privacy of a sub
urban home. We must actively build our
own politics, instead of sitting around on
our fat, Super Sized behinds and letting
someone else make our decisions. A citi
zen should not merely be represented—
a citizen should be allowed to partici
pate! Sometimes, that citizen may have
to burn a car or two.
Source: Jean-Jacques Rousseau
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All the pretty horses
The Blackfriars production
of Carousel is definitely
worth the ride
by Anna

Kukowski ’06
A&E Staff

On Sunday afternoon, the AngellBlackfriars Theatre hosted a delightful
concert rendition of Rodgers’ and
Hammerstein’s musical classic Carou
sel. This energetic
THEATER
and talented cast of
REVIEW
Providence College
students performed
familiar songs and heart-wrenching
plotlines almost flawlessly, continuing a
powerful 2005-06 season at Blackfriars.
In Carousel, Julie Jordan (Nancy
Anastadis ’08) and Carrie Pipperidge
(Danielle Kramer ’07) begin the storyline
with lighthearted prattle. Between work
ing at the mill and gossiping after work,
these girls energetically make their way
through life in this small 19th-century
Maine village.
When the edgy carousel conductor
Billy Bigelow (Shane Quinn ’07) meets
innocent Julie, and Carrie falls in love
with Mr. Snow (Kevin Black ’09), life
changes for the young women. From
energetic songs, to clambakes, to Billy’s
dangerous, swaggering sailor friend Jig
ger (Jeffrey Dujardin ’07), this town
teaches us a few life lessons as the plot
deepens.
This rendition of Carousel isn’t a full
stage production, but is instead a con
cert presentation. The entire orchestra—
donned in festive hats and old-fashioned
apparel—sits on stage for the duration
of the show. Clad in a pinstripe suit,
conductor David Harper, Coordinator of
Vocal Studies, directs musicians and per
formers confidently and clearly on stage
(with the aid of flat screen T. V.s—oh, the
benefits of a newly constructed arts cen
ter). When singing, the actors and ac
tresses use microphones instead of head
sets. Scenic designer David CostaCabral replaces traditional sets with
simple platforms and benches, and
quaint, starry lights.
Instead of the cast remaining at mi
crophones, director Jennifer Swain keeps
the cast moving across stage, over plat
forms, and up stairs. While concert re
vues can sometimes be dull and lifeless,
cast, crew, and musicians work together
to produce a Carousel that tweaks the
audience’s imagination while offering
undeniable, pleasing talent.
Also, because of the concert aspect
of this production, actors and actresses
have ample time to sit on stage watching
their peers perform. Though this setup
could allow cast members time to slip
out of character, every member of Car
ousel remains attentive and energetic
through every aspect of the production.
This is an essential, professional aspect
of the production that is wholly neces
sary.
Anastadis’ Julie and Quinn’s Billy
Bigelow easily grab our attention with
their clear notes and consistent chemis
try. In “If 1 Loved You,” their playful
banter wins; by its reprise, we are sold
on the production. Their flawless per
formances guide the cast with ease.

Save a horse, ride a carousel:
Shane Quinn ’07 and Nancy
Anastadis ’08 (right) star
in an exceptional concert
rendition of Rodgers’ and
Hammerstein’s classic
musical, Carousel. The show
continues this weekend with
performances on
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.

TRACY DONAD1O <

Additionally, this production has a
dynamite supporting cast. Once again,
Blackfriars standout Kramer steals the
show. From fiddling fingers, to askance
glances, to hilarious comments, Kramer
always remains in character while never
overacting. Dujardin’s dark Jigger
frightens the audience pretty effec
tively—while also, somehow, offering
comic relief. Black’s Mr. Snow offers
a few laughs and Halleluyah Walcott
’06’s Starkeeper adds some nice finish
ing touches to the production. All mem
bers of the chorus slip in and out of roles
very convincingly.
Throughout the production, the cho
rus remains consistently energetic and
vibrant. “June is Bustin’ Out All Over,”
“Stonecutters Cut it on Stone,” and
“Blow High, Blow Low” grab our atten

tion and make the whole afternoon
worthwhile. They are well performed,
well directed, and well staged in this con
cert rendition.
Beware of outdated messages con
cerning domestic violence embedded
within the main plot. Julie’s daughter
Louise (Elena Blyskal ’08) asks: “But is
it possible, Mother, for someone to hit
you hard like that—real loud and hard,
and it not hurt you at all?” Her mother
responds, saying, “It is possible dear, for
someone to hit you, hit you hard, and it
not hurt at all.” While some say Rodgers
and Hammerstein condemn domestic
violence through the town’s disapproval
of Billy’s actions, I find the plot-driven
plight to patch Billy’s conscience too
easily accepted within the dated script.
The community looks on disapprov

ingly—but Julie readily forgives.
Carousel’s talented cast adds cre
dence to the fact that Blackfriars can and
should use this talented array of perform
ers on a yearly basis—not every other
year as has been the norm in past years.
Though Carousel is not a “full” produc
tion like last year’s Brigadoon, its vigor
and energy proves that there is a time and
a place—every year, not every other
year—for these wonderful performers.
Kudos to this cast.
Carousel has showings this Friday
through Sunday in the Angell-Blackfriars
Theater in the Smith Center for the Per
forming Arts. Tickets can be purchased
at the Box Office located in the Smith
Center or by calling ext. 2218.

GRADE: A-
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Picks Ghostface weighs in
of the
with Fishscale

Week

by Adam Roach '06
Commentary Staff

One of the game s most consistent emcees
drops his most artistic album to date
by

Movie

The Apartment
Directed by Billy Wilder

For fans of Jack Lemmon, The
Apartment is a must see. In this
1960 film, Lemmon plays the am
bitious C.C. “Bud” Baxter. Deter
mined to please his superiors any
way he can, Bud rents his apart
ment out to his bosses for extra
marital affairs. After he finds him
self falling in love with the office
elevator attendee played by
Shirley MacLaine, Bud’s predict
able life is turned upside-down
and his ambitions are put on hold.
The Apartment is both a dark and
comedic masterpiece exploring
the issues of depression and lone
liness within a city of eight million,
depression, and the importance of
courage and love.

Music

Belle & Sebastian
Dear Catastrophe Waitress
Rough Trade Records
Dear Catastrophe Waitress is an
exceptionally easy album to listen
to All of the tracks are great, but
the tracks “I'm a Cuckoo,” “You
Don't Send Me,” and "If You Find
Yourself Caught in Love” are ex
ceptional. The melancholy “Lord
Anthony." examines the difficulties
of being different and unique. Its
generally hopeful and wistful mes
sage complements the terrific
music. Belle & Sebastian's music
on the whole is the kind that you
can play in the background and
simply enjoy.

Book
Master and Commander
By Patrick O’Brian

Master and Commander is the
first of many O’Brian tales about
Captain Jack Aubrey’s life on the
high seas in the 19th century, ev
ery one of which is worth reading.
Although it is historical fiction, the
novel does not come across as a
history lesson but instead pulses
with immediacy and urgency.
O’Brian is able to grasp and thrust
the reader into a different time and
place, exploring the issues of sci
ence. faith, music, and warfare.
And, yes, the film version is a
worthy extension of the novel.

Ryan Burns’08
A&E Staff

Ghostface
Fishscale
Def Jam
Widely considered as one of the most
consistent emcees in the game,
Ghostface Killah from the legendary
Wu-Tang Clan never disappoints when
he drops an album.
ALBUM
Ever since his debut
REVIEW | Ironman, hip-hop
1 fans always antici
pate his solo albums. Other members of
the Wu-Tang Clan have released some
below average and just plain bad albums.
Ghostface, however, has never let this
faze him. His last album, The Pretty
Toney Album, was probably his worst
effort, but was still a great album; this is
a testament to his skills and consistency
to hip-hop as an art form.
Keeping this in mind, with Fishscale,
Ghostface has sculpted what will be
viewed as his most artistic album to date.
Fishscale means uncut cocaine, but the
album doesn’t promote the use or distri
bution of the drug. However, it does in
clude gripping narratives about the
crime-laden drug industry, and details the
perils of falling into the use and distri
bution of this drug and the negative ef
fects it has on the human body and soci
ety. Tracks like “Kilo,” featuring
Raekwon and “Shakey Dog,” both sound
like audio movies, playing out in the lis
teners head like crime films on the big
screen.
The album is not all drug rap, as
Ghostface enlisted perhaps his most
eclectic blend of producers to capture
vintage Wu-Tang sound with a new fla
vor. For example, the late J Dilla con
tributes two tracks to Fishscale, “Beauty
Jackson” which describes Ghostface
meeting a beautiful woman at the bus
stop, and “Whip You With A Strap,” an
emotionally charged track that details
Ghost’s physical reprimanding as a child
at the hands of his mother’s strap.
Ghostface explains how lenient parents
have become when it comes to disciplin
ing their children with lines such as,
“nowadays kids don’t get beat / they get
big treats / fresh pair of sneaks / punish
ment is like have a seat.”
Legendary New York producer Pete
Rock contributes three beats to the al
bum, including what may be the best
track on the CD, in “R.A.GU.” featur
ing Raekwon. “R.A.GU.” features both
rappers telling a gripping story over a
downright creepy string sample and a
pounding bass line. This beat takes me
back to 1995 when Raekwon and
Ghostface were the best one-two-punch
in the industry. “R.A.GU.” stands for
Rae and Ghost Unite, and originally was
an album that they were supposed to re
lease together years ago. Perhaps they
are leaving the door open for a possible
collaboration album later on in their ca
reer.
Ghostface also makes the most ran
dom collaboration in hiscareer with un
derground legend MF Doom contribut
ing four beats to Fishscale. The best
project from these two is the ominous
“Underwater,” a track where Ghostface
rides a flute-laced beat and tells a vivid
story about being underwater and the
different world that it presents. In lis
tening to this song, it seems fitting to film
a video for it. Unfortunately, it does not

have a chance to get played on MTV or
BET.
Doom also produced “9 Milli Broth
ers,” a instant classic posse cut featuring
every member of the Wu-Tang Clan in
cluding 01 Dirty Bastard, who recorded
his vocals before his death. The only bad
thing about this track is that the normally
razor sharp emcee Inspectah Deck has
obviously begun to lose his voice, and is
now mulling retirement. This also gives
the classic Wu-Tang fan just cause to be
lieve that there will be future collabora
tions or albums from the Clan from
Staten Island.
There are a few tracks on the album
that do not measure up to the rest. The
first single, “Back Like That,” featuring
up-and-coming singerNe-Yo, seems out
of place on the album amidst all of the
crime tales and concept tracks. While it
is a good track, considering the garbage
currently putting a chokehold on the in
dustry, it seems like it should have been

left off of the album or put in a different
spot. The same can be said for “Be
Easy,” the Pete Rock produced joint that
also seems out of place. I feel somewhat
bad criticizing these two songs because
they are good tracks, however they are
placed back-to-back smack in the middle
of the album, which kills the momentum
that the first ten songs have built.
The bottom line is that Ghostface has
released another great album, signaling
the return of Wu-Tang to the mainstream.
With Raekwon’s solo joint, Only Built
For Cuban Linx 2 on the horizon, it is
safe to say that the Wu is about to be
back in a major way. Ghostface will be
performing at Lupo’s later this month
with Sean Price, and you should not miss
this show. With a price of less than $ 10
in every retail store, there is no excuse
not to purchase this soon to be classic
album and show support for one of the
most consistent rappers of all time.

GRADE: A

Do you still swing around a lightsaber
when no one is looking?
Is IMDb.com the homepage for your Internet?

Do you make collages from old
Entertainment Weekly magazines?
Then you are an A&E dork and should
apply to write for The Cowl’s A&E section.
Come pick up an application
in Slavin G05.
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The aesthetics of Miss PC
Let's just say it beat listening to Dustin Diamond
by Joe

McCormack ’07
A&E Staff

Something incredible happened to me
as I left the 2006 Miss PC Pageant. I
was upset at the outcome. Since when
do I care? Aren’t the pageants a joke?
No, make that a copy
CAMPUS
of a joke, the halfFEATURE
ironic amateur ver
sions of empty spec
tacles with hazy claims to authority and
even more hazy goals. Something ex
traordinary must have happened to take
me from my self-righteous pedestal and
chum my stomach enough to be dumb
founded that the winner of the crown was
not who I feel deserved it. This is not to
take anything away from the winner as a
person, just as a pageant contestant
(which, since pageants are one step
above wet T-shirt contests, is not an in
sult).
Presiding over the event for the sec
ond time this year was Dustin Dia
mond—nah, just fooling. It was the hi
larious Brian Calnan ’07, who wore, over
his six-foot something frame, a flowered
straw hat like the crown or a jester’s cox
comb, with the poised Alicia Luciani ’08.
Together, they kept the crowd in the game
like Tom Brady at Gillette Stadium. The
third, though unofficial, host was Lex
Bramwell ’06, whose shouts from the
back of the crowd may have been the
highlight of the night. The entertainment
was provided by DJ Jeff Pierre ’06, the
only PC improv group on campus, Re
jects on the Rise, and the talented and
awkward pageant contestants.
Though comparable to one in its func
tion, as any pointless pageant is, the tal
ent section of the 2006 Miss PC Pageant
bore no resemblance to a wet T-shirt con
test. Unlike the Mr. PC Pageant last fall,
this particular event did not include the
expositionism of alpha males pealing off
layers of clothing, trying to simulta
neously seduce you and make you think
they are joking. No, no, that tactic, usu
ally reserved for burlesque magazines,
was thankfully absent.
In addition to two dancers, Miss
Siobhan Brown ’08 and Miss Tiff Hooks
’08, two funny girls, Miss Katie LaFratta
’06 and Miss Alexandra “Kiki” Tarkhan
’07, there was Miss Rachel Mills ’07,
whose Shakespearean monologue would
melt the hearts of Dawson and Pacey, and
Miss Christina Nelson ’08, Your Miss PC
2006, a (charming?) southern belle from
Georgia. Tiff and Siobhan did a legiti
mately great job, both relaxed and ath
letic with plenty of attitude and playful
ness. LaFratta’s self defense skit was hi
larious (though she depended heavily on
the slapstick physical comedy provided
by her escort, Dan Robb ’06), as was
Tarkhan’s self-referential genre mash of

TIM PISASICH '07/The Cowl

Miss Congeniality: Miss
Christina Nelson ’08 was
crowned Miss PC 2006
Wednesday night. Her
talent included hopping on a
pogo stick and buzzing the
Star Spangled Banner
through her nose. Brian
Calnan ’07 and Alicia
Luciani ’08 hosted the
event.
TIM PISASICH '07/The Cowl

song, confession, and prayer
At this point you must be dying to
know: What did Miss PC 2006 do for
her talent routine that wowed the judges
enough to set her apart from this stacked
pack? Well, what’s the most American
thing you can think of? Nope, not recit
ing the Preamble to the Constitution by
memory (though close); not leaping over
tall buildings in a single bound (though
close). How about singing a song about
a great battle during the formative mo
ments of our country, when seeing our
flag, still flying amidst the smog of rocket
blasts, was a symbol that the absurd
dream that is America had not yet been
snuffed out, despite the onslaught of the

The Department of Theatre, Dance, & Film presents

most powerful empire in the world?
Well, sort of. Nelson got up, jumped
around on a pogo stick and then buzzed
the Star Spangled Banner through her
nose. Bravo. What represents Provi
dence College and the United States of
America better than that performance?
The pogo stick seems to be homage to
the anonymous performance at last year’s
Spring Civ Scream that made Providence
College famous throughout the world via
the Internet.
See, I’ve done it again; I’ve taken ev
erything too seriously. The reason that
the pageants are fun is because of the
audience. In this regard (as in pretty
much every other) the 2006 Miss PC

Pageant beats out the masculine pageant
of the fall. The crowd was the seventh
contestant. On a high from the free sug
ary desserts and from seeing all their fa
vorite celebities (Fran, Ray, Hollywood,
Weber, Hal), the crowd entertained them
selves right along with the Rejects, in true
improv spirit. When Calnan asked the
contestants ‘which Division I Men’s sport
team had existed at PC but was dropped?’
one of the crowd members offered the
answer “Basketball.” No matter how
exhibitionistic, absurd, counter-produc
tive, and backward these awards are,
people should and will continue to come
because they are fun, and, come on, what
else are you going to do?

The Department of Theatre, Dance, and Film in Association with the

Department of Music at Providence College Presents

RODGERS & HAMMERSTEIN'S
CAROUSEL

The Laramie Project
Bowab Studio Theatre

APRIL 21-23

IN A STAGED

CONCERT PRESENTATION

Angell Blackfriars Theatre

Friday and Saturdays at 8pm
Sundays at 2pm

TICKETS (401) 865-221S

March 31 - April 2 & April 7-9

TICKETS (401) 865-2218
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Destination:
Wickenden Street

by

Katie Levine ’07

Asst. A&E Editor

I was sifting through an assortment
of used records, and as my fingers grazed
the dog-eared comers of the record pack
aging, I could tell I was being watched.
I stole a quick glance
CITY
to identify the culprit
FEATURE
and found the large,
round eyes of an
electric green parrot staring back at me.
He was perched on the shoulder of
the man shopping next to me, who
seemed to think that it was perfectly nor
mal to have a parrot in a record store,
even though I thought it was incredibly
odd.
But surprisingly, 1 might have actu
ally been the odd one out in this situa
tion because 1 was shopping on
Wickenden Street in Providence, where
quirkiness is the norm. Located approxi
mately 10 minutes from Providence Col
lege, Wickenden Street is full of funky
restaurants and shops—like used record
stores—that put Thayer Street to shame.
A quick glance at the telephone poles
decorated with clever sculptures, the
artsy people meandering in and out of
shops, and the interesting variety of
stores makes it clear that Wickenden
Street is something special.
To begin with, they have a wonderful
array of different types of restaurants and
cafes. There are three different coffee
shops—Cafe Zog, Reflections Cafe, and
the Coffee Exchange—each with a
unique atmosphere and menu selection.
There are also a wide variety of restau
rants to choose from, all of which are
worthy opponents of always eating out
at the Cheesecake Factory in the Provi
dence Place Mall.
There are two cozy breakfast/lunch
places whose menus would make your
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mouth water. Brickway on Wickenden
is reminiscent of a diner, and serves
breakfast all day, as well as lunch. The
inside is painted with bright colors and
decorated with the paintings of local art
ists, all of which are for sale. Amy’s
Place offers a similar experience and is
eclectically decorated with comfy
couches and serves breakfast, lunch,
smoothies, and coffees.
You can check out restaurants like
Tokyo Restaurant, Sakura (Japanese), OCha (Tai cuisine and sushi bar),
Ristorante Romanza (Italian), and Taste
of India to sample some food from other
countries.
Wickenden Pub is another place that
seemed like it might be fun as well: the
wood-paneled walls inside were a good
imitation of an old English pub. I ate at

Z Bar and Grille, which serves an amaz
ing lunch, brunch, and dinner, as well as
cocktails. The food was delicious, and
in the tradition of Wickenden Street, the
menu selections were more experimen
tal than your average restaurant.
But food isn’t all this street has to
offer. There are many antiques stores to
browse through, some featuring high-end
furniture, and others carrying interesting
and fun knickknacks. My favorite one
was so crowded you could barely walk.
Clutching my purse and fearing that I
would knock something valuable off the
shelves, I spent a long time rummaging
through the amazing selection ofjewelry,
purses, dishware, records, old books, and
other random curios. They even had a
decent selection of old clothes and shoes,
including a remarkable pair of cowboy

boots.
The street had a wide variety of gal
leries that sold art and even one that spe
cialized in blown glass, called Gallery
Belleau. Earthen Fire is a store that
doesn’t just sell art; it lets you make it
yourself. They offer pottery painting, and
even give pottery making lessons.
One particular gallery that caught my
attention was called Refind. It sold all
kinds of furniture, giftware, jewelry, and
accessories. Owner Jacquelyne Lusardi
says that most of her products are from
local artists and craftspeople, many of
whom use recycled materials fortheir art,
and she even dabbles in jewelry making.
“1 try to find things that aren’t scream
ing recycled,” said Lusardi, but she gets
a kick out of reusing materials. One re
cycled piece ofjewelry that really caught
my attention was a series of watches
made out of phone cords, cut-up credit
cards, and old records.
Indigo Herbals is another store that
showcases Wickenden’s unique vibe. An
overpowering whiff of incense is your
greeting as you walk into this sunny, airy
shop. They sell all kinds of natural,
herbal remedies in the forms of lotions,
herbs, and oils. One wall is completely
covered by jars of herbs with names like,
“devils claw root” and “dragons blood
resin.” A store employee was busy grind
ing some of these ingredients together
as I looked around.
Wickenden has too many cute shops
and boutiques to even mention all of
them in one article, which is why I would
suggest that you go and check it out your
self. It can be a day-long trip, or you
could just boycott a trip to the cliche
Starbucks and check out a different kind
of cafe for a cup of coffee. Either way,
Spring is the perfect time take a trip over
to Wickenden Street and explore all it
has to offer.

Roll over Chopin
Ben Folds rocked Lupo's Tuesday night with a spectacular and energized set
by

James McGehee ’08
A&E Editor

Ben Folds is a loser. Not the kind of
loser who lost out on life, but the loser
who got picked last for kickball. If John
Mayer never lived the dreams of the
prom kings, Folds
CONCERT
never attended the
REVIEW
prom. None of that
stuff matters now,
because he jams the black and white keys
better than Elton John, and he played a
two-and-a-half hour set a Lupo’s Tues
day night that pulsated with indefatigable
energy.
There is a grand piano, stage right,
top open, but not propped up. On that
piano are 7 'A octaves, 88 keys, 52 white
notes, 36 black notes. Folds managed to
employ the entire range of his instrument
during the show, even to the extent of
plucking the piano strings to recreate the
sound of finger-picking on a guitar. An
other note on range: His songs can be
nostalgic lullabies (“The Luckiest”) or
they can peak on a succession of scream
ing F-words. Regardless, the man has un
believable talent.
Folds opened with “Give Judy My
Notice,” a softer track from 2003’s Speed
Graphic. Playing with a drummer and a
bassist, the group perfected a three-part
harmony to end the piece. Yet, the night
turned out miles from mellow. Folds ig

nored the stool often, opting to stand and
play. This means he was hammering the
piano. Yes, if there was ever a man to
make banging on the keys an art, it was
Folds.
The first signs of Folds’ comedic side
appeared when he improvised the story
of his day over a jazz lick. Later, he joked
about pulling a prank on a rival band,
and the time he dubbed in lyrics to a valu
able recording of “Santa Claus is com
ing to town.” Folds’ lyrics: “Santa Claus
is coming down your throat.” I see little
point in retelling his comedy; you had to
be there. Anyway, most of the jokes are
unacceptable for print.
The set continued with “Bastard,”
“Annie Waits,” and a version of “B*tches
Ain’t Sh*t,” which included an extended
interlude, during which Folds held out
his hand in a weird configuration. This
provoked ecstatic, if obnoxious, shouts
to fill the never silent void, including the
quip, “Remember when your songs were
good.” A group of guys behind our row
were particularly rambunctious. Glanc
ing back late in the show, 1 noticed the
six rows in front of them, once full, were
now vacant.
Folds provided a balanced set, from
Ben Folds Five favorites, such as “Kate”
and “Narcolepsy,” to his newest single,
“Landed.” Some fans may feel disap
pointment at the absence of “Brick,” and
“The Luckiest.” I have a bias here, as

those hymns do not stimulate my adre
nal glands, but disappointment seems un
warranted. There was much to savor. The
crowd-pleasing “Army” filled the audi
torium with ba-ba-ba’s, as the right au
dience answered the left audience. And
the set ended on “Not the Same,” about
the guy at the party who climbs a tree
and finds Jesus. Conducting the audience
in singing a three-part harmony, Folds
demonstrated the amount of control he
possesses on stage. He captivates and
commands the crowd despite his goofi
ness.
The encore began with “Under
ground”—Fold’s first single—and ended
with “One Angry Dwarf and 200 Solemn

Faces.” I can guarantee that not one face
in the crowd looked on in bored solem
nity, especially when Folds let some kind
of wild energy loose. He picked up the
stool and threw it hard into the keyboard.
The stool bounced back. He caught it and
repeatedly thrust the stool back until it
seemed as if the piano broke.
My Western Civ professor last semes
ter, in an attempt to make us understand
the quality of classical music, used Ben
Folds as a derogatory comparative ex
ample. As much as we may enjoy Ben
Folds, the professor said, he is not a true
artist like Bach is. He really should have
mentioned some other musician to illus
trate his point.
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Taste of the Town
with Stephanie A. Smith ’06
A&E Editor Emeritus
Aquaviva
286 Atwells Ave.
Providence, R.l.
(401)273-8664

also risotto and gnocchi dishes, but plates
with angel-hair pasta or penne were
sorely missed.

So, the Aquaviva that I made reserva
tions at is not the Aquaviva that I ate at.
Well, technically it was, but the menu
that I looked at on the Internet was not
the one that I was faced with when I sat
down at the table. Aquaviva is now
known as Walter’s Aquaviva, as in
Walter Potenza, the chef. Where I was
expecting a tapas bar and eurobistro, I
got a seriously uppity eatery with a menu
consisting of about six things. This
wouldn’t have been so awkward if it
weren’t for the fact that I was wearing
flip-flops (1 was expecting tapas!) and
that I thought that polenta—the main
ingredient in everything there—was
cheese. In reality, it is a cornmeal-like
substance that can be fried or soft. Any
way, tapas bar this is not, and I was not
prepared.

Atmosphere: When I walked in, I im
mediately sensed something was off. We
had to walk up a flight of stairs to get to
the dining room, and no one was there.
There was no noise, but there was a nice
plush couch in front of the hostess’ po
dium. Also, the decor in this lobby area
looked suspiciously like the stuff that I
have been eyeing in the Pottery Bam
catalog.
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The dining room itself is painted in
brilliant colors with gold accents. There
were only about ten tables in the room,
all were round and able to seat about four
people—no more. Literally, the only
other people in the place were an older
couple and as my sandals flipped and
flopped I started to feel very uncomfort
able. Our watier came over to us imme
diately and then, while we stared at the
very limited choices on the menu, waited
for us about four feet away. Again, I felt
awkward.

Selection: Like I have mentioned twice,
the menu is very limited. There are eight

appetizers and nine entrees. That is about
it. And if you don’t 1 ike polenta, then you
are out of luck. Appetizers consisted of
mushrooms, spinach, and buffalo moz
zarella, as well as a few more vegetables
and cheeses. They are drizzled in bal
samic essence and parsley sauce and
sounded really good.
The entrees were equally unique, but
surprisingly, there are no real pasta dishes
at this seemingly Italian restaurant. 1
would not necessarily categorize
Aquaviva as an Italian place; rather, it
appears to be a sampling of what Walter
does best, like beef and veal tenderloin,
poached chicken, and salmon. There are

Quality: Let me say one thing: this food
is very good. Walter knows what he is
doing (and by the way, Walter walks
around while you are eating and asks you
directly what you think). The salmon and
scallops were fresh and flavorful in a
tomato-cream sauce. The risotto was also
good and came with asparagus and
shrimp. The haddock was done very well,
too, and was covered in a spinach-nutmeg sauce. However, you only get a very
small portion and that would be fine if
the menu were a la carte, but there are
no sides to be found. You get about a
palm-sized piece of meat or fish, which
(although by health standards this is all
you are supposed to eat) seems very
small in a restaurant on Federal Hill.

Affordability: Aquaviva is so expensive.
1 did not realize when I went there that it
would be this bad. The entrees are about
$22 to $24. I mean, I think I am a little
but of a food snob, but for the little
amount that you get and other options so
close on the Hill, I think these prices are
too steep.

Overall: A little too fancy-shmancy for
my liking.

GRADE: B

Climate control
Ice Age 2: The Meltdown may be the best family film to
come along since Finding Nemo
by

Deanna Cioita ’07
A&E Staff

As I slouched down into the comfort
able familiarity of tier-seating at the
movie theater last night, I looked around
to scout out the general layout of the tar
get audience. ComMOVIE
ing to the prompt reREVIEW
alization that I was
either 10 years too
old or 20 years too young to be a right
ful and accepted member of this sojourn
to the cinema, 1 hunched even further
down. Ice Age: The Meltdown. Great.
Ten minutes later, I’m wiping tears of
mirth from my eyes. In the latest slew of
kiddy CGI embarrassments, Ice Age: The
Meltdown is a smart and funny family
film which will honestly have parents
laughing more often than the little ones.
Score one for the oldsters.
The main characters are all back:
Manny (Ray Romano), the sarcastic and,
1 would like to think, former Manhattan
cab-driving mammoth; Diego (Dennis
Leary), the gruff and fierce saber-tooth
tiger with a heart of gold, and, I’d also
like to think, a former drug problem; and
Sid (John Leguizamo), the hapless but
well-meaning sloth with a speech impedi
ment, who I’d once again like to think
was dropped on his skull often as a little
‘slothlet.’ See, now I’m just making up
words. Omnipotence. It’s fun, kids.
In addition^sQueen Latifah joins the
cast as Ellie, a mammoth with some se
rious identity issues, along with her two
possum friends, Eddie (Josh Peck) and
Crash (Seann William Scott). And of
course, there is Scrat, and his damnable

Mammoth Laughs: Manny, Diego, and Sid return in Ice Age: The
Meltdown, delighting young and old alike with plenty of wit and silly
humor that everyone can appreciate.

acorn.
Admittedly, the plot is a bit scarce
in this one. As the earth comes to the
end of its most recent Ice Age, the gla
ciers are beginning to thaw and things
are getting a bit “slippery” for the inter
species friend ... I hate myself for that
last pun.
Anyway, as the dam of ice at the end
of their valley begins to weaken and
crack, the bestial residents must escape
to the far end of the valley, where a gi
ant “boat” awaits to cany' them away on
the impending flood. Wait, I’ve heard
this one before.

On their journey, Manny begins to
confront the possibility that he is the last
mammoth on earth, the last living mem
ber of his species . . . that is, until he
meets Ellie and the possum twins. Un
fortunately for Manny, and his future
progeny, Ellie has no idea she is a mam
moth, but believes wholeheartedly that
she is indeed an opossum like Eddie and
Crash:—
Will Manny and Co. make it to the
boat before the flood wipes them out?
Will the reign of the noble mammoths
end with Manny? I could tell you, but
I’d still be out $9.50 and, what with my

stupendous vocabulary, you probably
wouldn’t catch most of what I’d say.
There is no doubt that this movie is
intended for both kids and their parents.
A smorgasbord ofwit and silly bathroom
humor, there’s something for everyone
here, even a musical theater parody, and
who doesn’t like one of those?
The standouts, aside from Scrat,
whose spasmodic attempts at survival
put into serious peril the dry condition
of my pants, would have to be
Leguizamo, Peck, and Scott. Sid could
have easily devolved into a corny, mind
less sidekick, but Leguizamo gets
enough clever one-liners, however un
aware of them he might be, to make the
character very appealing. Peck and Scott
are like are your basic Ritalin-deprived
speed-demon pubescents. Again, they
get in enough quips to keep their scenes
from being entirely situation-based.
Situation comedy doesn’t take a
backseat, though one of the more ma
ture scenes takes place on the top of a
teetering pile of boulders. As the ani
mals try to balance, the two mammoths
have a he-said, she-said spat that was so
uncannily close to the last fight I had with
my boyfriend, I very nearly texted him
just to call him an insensitive expletive.
Men.
A little something for everyone is the
name of the game in Ice Age: The Melt
down. Refreshing and unpatronizing, it
is one of the more successful family films
to come along since Finding Nemo. So,
take a younger sibling or a parent, and
go act your age.

GRADE: B+
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Black and white and all the colors in between
by

Kristina Reardon ’08

Associate Editor-in-Chief

I look upon it all rather curiously now.
Maybe it was something in the piano
music playing in the background, one of
those slow tinkering pieces with lots of
high notes that they always
SHORT play in the movies when
STORY there’s a really nostalgic
ending. But I don’t wantto
just remember things the way 1 wished
they would turn out instead of the way
they actually were. I just know that no
matter what happens, 1 somehow won’t
be whole, won’t be all of myself, with
out remembering what’s gone on in my
life. Sure, I leave room for emotions, but
the truth is that what it all comes down
to are the facts.
Once, I wanted to be a journalist.
ran and ran, drove and drove, got quotes
and asked questions and got answers.
And then I wrote down the facts and
made them stories and got fired when I
didn’t ask enough questions, didn’t get
enough answers, and didn’t let the facts
speak for themselves. The night I got
fired, 1 walked out into the darkness and
stopped at the curb.
The air was shivering and my vision
was blurred. If it were raining, it would
have made it better. Thunder would have
been ideal.
So the editor came out of his office
and walked outside to have a smoke.
“It’s nothing against you,” he said, as
clouds of grey drifted up toward the street
lights. It was midnight.
I didn’t say anything.
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He took another breath in and then
exhaled.
“It’s really nothing against you,” he
said again. “You’re a good writer. You
just have no idea how to be a reporter.”
I maintained my silence, as if such an
act—the reverse of what his newspaper
stood for—would maintain some sort of
dignity in its defiance.
I guess now would be a good time to
mention the rain. It came, I think. Just a
little bit, though. I mean, I don’t want
this to sound unbelievable. I’m just re
stating the facts.
“Aren’t you going to say anything?”
he asked, as he threw the cigarette butt
onto the ground. “Don’t you have any

thing to say for yourself?”
I sneezed.
“What, are you sick or something,
catch a cold?” he asked. “Is this what it’s
all about? No one’s taking pity on you,
you know. Facts are facts.”
“I’m not cold,” 1 said.
“I didn’t ask if you were cold, I asked
if you had a cold.” I won’t describe how
his face looked at that moment, soft and
harsh at the same time, because like he
said, facts are facts. I don’t want to sway
anyone’s opinion by stating more than
what’s obvious.
“I told you, I’m not cold,” 1 said
evenly. “It’s extraordinarily warm out
here.”

“Well, do you have a fever then?”
“I told you, I’m not cold,” 1 repeated.
“I know!”
“You really don’t seem to be listen
ing,” 1 said and stepped off the curb onto
the edge of the street. “I’m just saying
that I’m really not cold. It’s actually ex
traordinarily warm out here.”
I know what happened next, how he
just turned and walked inside, shaking
his head. I know how he went in and got
that new girl, who used to type obituar
ies, to type up my story with all the quotes
1 gathered, and how it ran on the front
page, and how nobody and everybody
remembered it all at the same time for
years to come.
But! didn’t know about all that, when
I was leaving that night. 1 just placed one
foot in front of the other, and when I did
that enough times, I had crossed the
street, then reached my car, and slept
there all night long, in the parking lot,
under a broken oak tree.
But it’s just interesting that I’ve al
ways felt that in describing a moment,
you almost always kill it. The emotion
just disappears when you’ve assigned it
too many words, which are usually inad
equate. Funny thing is, I love words and
I’m something of a writer, like he said.
1 guess what it comes down to is that
I have just as much a right as anyone else
to kill an emotion or ruin a moment.
Sometimes it’s necessary.
So there you have it. Those are the
facts.
But that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t
question them.

She said, He said

Making PC an emotionally stable place,
one letter at a time...
Dear Frequenter,
OK. Ready for this? You don’t need
to do all your homework. If I honestly
read everything listed on my syllabuses,
then I’d probably never leave my room
or talk to anyone, or even wash my
clothes for that matter. Sometimes you
need to pick and choose the important
things to do. That 10-page paper for your
English class—yes; 40 pages on Dante
in Western Civ—no. What I’ve come to
realize in my life, especially here at PC,
is that we get so caught up in what we
believe is expected of us—in academia
and in social situations. And many people
focus so much on the demands that they
lose touch with everything else.
Freshman year is a time to mess up.
If you get that 2.0 GPA, Mom and Dad
might just shrug it off and claim its part
of your “adjustment period.” Freshman
year is a time that one should look back
upon and say, “Wow, I’m glad I’m alive.”
So, I see it like this. You’ve got 3 solid
weeks, with some odd days in between.
Get on it. Take the next three weeks to
go out every day of the week—create
some sort of record if you’d like. Then,
come exam week (when you’re supposed
to study), go back to Club Phil’s. I’m sure
that desk in the back comer won’t have
missed you a bit.

This week...
Sorry, but there is no Mug Club at Club Phil's

Dear Tiff & Earl,
As the year winds down, I’ve come to the brash realization that I
have spent more time in the library than anywhere else this school
year. I just don’t understand how everyone else can frequent the bars
on a Monday night, when all I can think about is that paper I have
due on Friday, or all the club meetings I have to attend. Do you have
any advice to help me get away from the books and out having fun?
Please help!
—Freshman Frequenter of Club Philips

Don't force us to make these eletters up.
Write to Tiffany & Earl!

Send your emails to:

AskTiffanyEarl@yahoo.com

Dear Frequenter,
I saw the coolest guy ever today. He
was a member of the Rhode Island
Sheriff’s Department. What made this
law abiding humanoid so cool you ask?
He was the closest thing that I will ever
see to Max Rockatansky, a.k.a. Mad
Max.
This guy was straight out of the 1979
hit film Mad Max. This officer of the law
stood alone in the dystrophic future Aus
tralia, or Providence, where a vicious
biker gang, or drunken kids from Prime
Time, murdered his family, or were
drinking underage, thus making his fight
with them personal.
He had the look. The “I spend my time
battling for gasoline in the desert”-esque
leather jacket, the cool tight spandex cop
pants, and sawed off shotgun. Granted
he wasn’t driving a “suped-up” TransAm as he hunts down his assailants, but
he had that crazy look in his eyes, and
you know he will eventually battle Mas
ter Blaster in the Thunderdome while
Tina Turner sings in the background.
Now, knowing that this guy is out
there, do you really want to leave your
cozy nerd haven to seek out Street Jus
tice at the hands of neo-Mad Max? I
didn’t think so. Stay in school.
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Good morning to yon, Perfectionist Spice
est thought of what she was doing. Her
mind was rapidly turning the pages of
some vast internal date book, segment
Andrea woke with a start as her clock ing the next 24 hours into parts measured
radio clicked to life, piercing the dim si by the activities they would contain. She
lence of the room with the sudden strains was very proud of her ability to measure
of the Spice Girls, asking simply for the these time slots. Generally, she could
_ promise that you—whoever predict the perfect amount of time it
would take to get something done (and
SHOR I you were—would be there.
STORY
She rolled over to face done well). Although, sometimes she
the source of the noise but ' overestimated how long it would take to
made no effort to stop it. It was cheesy perform some tasks, thinking it better to
and reminded her of seventh grade, but be safe than sorry ... but, the good side
it was catchy and forbade her to fall back to that was that it put her ahead of sched
asleep. Her eyelids fought this mandate ule, and on those days, she could get a
for a few minutes; three hours did not, head start on the next day’s work.. .
She opened a dresser drawer in the
they protested, constitute a good night’s
sleep. But, somewhere in Andrea’s bedroom and began to rummage through
groggy mind, a perfectionistic impulse her clothes, looking for the shirt her sis
quietly but firmly overruled the eyelids’ ter ga/e her last Christmas / can finish
decision. She sighed, then sat up in the the reading in an hour, and that should
early morning dimness. The clock read be enough review for the quiz, and then
4:27 a.m.
I can take an hour-and-a-halfto outline
She absentmindedly hummed along thefirst halfofthe paper. And then class
with the tune as she went about her morn 'til 12:30, and in the break e-mail—no,
ing routine, pulling her long hair back call Steve and find out about the inter
into a ponytail and hunting among the view. And—she tied her right shoe, then
cosmetic wreckage of her bathroom took it off as well as her socks, opting
countertop for the toothpaste. She for flip-flops instead. She put the socks
moved back and forth between the bed back in the drawer—■,finish the outline by
room and the bathroom, performing any 3 and write until dinner at 5, then start
number of tiny tasks without the slight writing again but have it finished by 7.
by

Jennifer McCafferty ’07
Portfolio Staff
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The poem is the
point at which our
strength gave out:
--Richard Rosen

by Ashley

And then there's the meeting—ugh, I so
don’t want to go. There’s so much else
to get done, but I ’dfeel bad if—
She turned off the radio just as the
Spice Girls exclaimed that they had
given you—whoever you were—every
thing. Stifling a yawn, she crept past her
still-sleeping roommate’s room to the
kitchen, carrying three books and a gi
ant notebook. She switched on the
coffeemaker and flopped down on the
couch, opening the top book on the stack
until 9ish? Maybe 9:30, just to be safe.
Then nap for an hour (and don’t over
sleep this time) and then you have ‘til 2
to study for—
Two sheets of paper stapled together
slipped out from between the pages of
the book and drifted to the floor, land
ing facedown. Andrea stopped reading
in the middle of a sentence and bent
down to pick them up—but don’t forget
to e-mail her about the project deadline.
She flipped the packet over and, sud
denly, the scheduling process in her mind
screeched to a halt, and every fiber of
her awareness tingled with the realiza
tion of the present.
It was a short essay she had written
for a history class last month. It hadn’t
counted for any significant amount; An
drea had only spent a couple of hours
on it (although she had made sure to use
perfect MLA format). She thought she
had done a good job—no, she knew she
had done a good job. After all, the pro
fessor had returned it with only two red
marks, and one of them was the large Ascrawled on the heading of the top page.
Andrea had only gotten a few points
deducted for leaving out a small but
somewhat significant detail. . .
She stared at the A-. It seemed to
stare back at her. She felt a little sick.
It’s not bad. It’s a good grade.
She folded the packet and re-inserted
it between the pages of the book. She
yawned.
I shouldn’t have left that out, though.
Why didn't I.. .
She returned to the sentence she had
been reading.
. . .take an extra hour to study for
history tonight. I ’lljust go to bed later...
Back in her bedroom, the clock read
5:14.

Laferriere ’06

Portfolio Staff

There is never time enough to fully observe a day,
Or a person, for that matter.
Between nods and blinks and attempting to turn the
World (or a person) slightly further in my own direction. A
Small matter of small fact.
Each face a soft periphery in a narcissistic sphere
Turning around, me,
So, there are general questions to answer with
The more specific facts:
Some say, “run in the rain for the best option,” in the quest
Of getting the least wet, in fact
This has been unequivocally proven as fact.
Others feel that a bright umbrella is the more sensible choice.
These approaches do not
Compare—they arise from careful observation of careful and careless people.
They arise from having limited time to walk
Properly in the rain.

Some say a day must be observed in full, proper hindsight.
Like a lost cause dressed in long robes.
Some say the difference in yesterday and today
Is a matter of time.
Or a matter of fact, or weight, or a possible change in the direction of rain.
Each day is a half-life in a tiny capsule.
Bright, open umbrella.

Each day is the broken dissolve, running off the edges.
The idea to observe the rain.
To watch the movement of each drop in directions
Independent of each other—impossible repetitions
Dew on thin petal skin.
There are general reactions to all of this. General degrees of observance and
Denial. There are large birds that specialize in
Small, tired, sort of things.

The
den
by

Caitlin Read ’06

Portfolio Staff

I don’t think my father ever felt com
fortable at Nan’s house. He always slept
in the den. I don’t know if he ever went
upstairs. Not that I blame him. The beds
upstairs were uncomfortable.
SHORT They were the,same ones my
STORY mother and my aunts and
uncles slept in when they
were kids. I could picture them—three
in every room jumping on the beds and
putting up posters of the Beatles in the
attic burning incense, sitting on the ma
genta shag carpet when it was new. Mom
and Eileen lying on their beds eating pret
zels and drinking iced tea, talking and lis
tening to records. I slept in those same
rooms in the same beds.
In the summer when I was little and
couldn’t sleep I would kick off my cov
ers and lie awake listening to airplanes
flying into JFK. The house was too hot
in July and August. The sounds of lo
custs buzzed. You could hear the kids
next door laughing and splashing in their
white cement pool. But Nan’s backyard
was shady. There were tall cherry trees
that bloomed at Easter, and a giant ever
green that leaned against the house by the
shed that I used to sit on top of, feeling
very courageous before Nan found out.
There wasn’t much of a yard, but it was
all right for Queens.
1 knew that my dad was aware of this
shade. I had seen faded pictures of him
and my mother on the back patio during
one of my nan’s parties when Jack was
alive. I never met my grandfather. Maybe
I would have called him Poppy or Pop, I
don’t know, but 1 knew him from the sto
ries my nan told. I knew him as Jack.
My father knew him too. 1 sometimes
feel like I was at those summer parties,
but those memories are imagined. My
mom and dad were there young and tan,
the neighborhood kids, and Jack was still
alive. I could picture Nan opening up
the yellow umbrella on the patio table and
Jack flipping burgers on the charcoal grill,
everyone drinking cold beers from buck
ets of ice and Nan sipping a Manhattan.
The backyard was beautiful somehow,
just a small patch of grass bordered by a
rusty metal fence and five other yards.
You could see it from the den where my
father slept with the T. V. on. I don’t know
why it was called the den. Growing up I
thought the word was unique to that tiny
room off the dining room. 1 didn’t know
that other dens existed. 1 thought it might
have had something to do with the dark
wood paneling that covered the walls and
the ceiling lest for the window looking
out into the backyard and the door to the
patio. It was always dark in there. There
was a big couch slumped way down in
the middle from generations of sitting,
and a dog I never met named Molly. Nan
redid the carpet in the living room, she
retiled the bathroom, there was new wall
paper in the kitchen, but the den was left
the same. I think my father liked to be
able to look out at the patio and think of
those summer afternoon parties, look at
the picture on the shelf of Jack with his
golf clubs wearing argyle, and imagine
seeing Molly in the backyard. A few years
ago, Nan finally gave up trying to make
up a bed up for him upstairs, she just
leaves blankets in my “father’s spot.”

Roving Photographers
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Whatfood at Ray wouldyou like to
see served every day ofthe week?

“Salmon and twice baked potatoes.”
Allison Frechette ’08

“Hot Pretzels.”
Dave Dombroski ’08

“Fried Dough”
Courtney Ryan ’07, Gabrielle Bruni ’07

taaini>q wffliiiw
?
b9n'r’Rrr,i ars

“Chicken Parm.”
Greg Hamrock ’08

“Filet Mignon with mashed potatoes.”
Lauren Michel ’07

Emeril Lagasse
How about Emeril’s grilled pork tenderloin with apple
cider glaze and creole mustard reduction sauce? No?
BAM!
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Jack Bauer doesn't read the
news--- he just beats it out
of reporters-

As for the rest of us,
there's always The Cowl.

www-The Cowl-com
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Looking for mystery,
adventure, punctuation?

Come down to Slavin
G05 and fill out an
application today!
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Friars Scoreboard
Scores — Standings — Statistics — Schedules — Standouts

Standouts

Aine Hoban
Women’s Track
Graduate Student—Wakefield, England
Hoban qualified for the NCAA Track
Championship in just her first outdoor
meet of the season, finishing the 10,000 in
33:44.22—good for 14th place—at the
Stanford Invitational on March 31.

Men’s Track
Sophomore—Dunedin, New Zealand
Smith ran the 1,500 meters in 3:41.27 at
the Stanford Invitational, finishing second
in the race. His time qualifies him for the
NCAA Regionals to be held May 26-27 in
Greensboro, N.C.

Scores

Schedules

Thursday 3/30
Softball vs. Quinnipiac
Softball vs. Quinnipiac

W,9-l
W, 7-1

Friday 3/31
Men’s Track at Stanford Invitational
Women’s Track at Stanford Invitational

Indiv. Results
Indiv. Results

Saturday 4/1
Lacrosse at Canisius
Softball at DePaul
Softball at DePaul
Men’s Track at Southern Conn. Invitational
Women’s Track at Southern Conn. Invitational

L, 12-11
W, 5-4
L, 4-0
Indiv. Results
Indiv. Results

Sunday 4/2
Tennis vs. Pittsburgh
Softball at Notre Dame
Softball at Notre Dame

L, 6-1
L, 4-1
L, 8-0

Tuesday 4/4
Softball at Dartmouth (Doubleheader)

Postponed

Wednesday 4/5
Lacrosse vs. Fairfield
Tennis at Connecticut
Men’s and Women’s Track at Quinnipiac

W, 11-10 OT
Postponed
Indiv. Results

Saturday 4/8
Tennis vs. Queens College
Softball vs. Lousiville (Doubleheader)
Lacrosse at Siena
Men’s Track at UConn Invitational
Women’s Track at UConn Invitational

11:00 a.m.
Noon
3:00 p.m.
All Day
All Day

Sunday 4/9
Softball vs. South Florida (Doubleheader)
Tennis at Sacred Heart

Noon
Noon

Monday 4/10
Lacrosse at Vermont

3:00 p.m.
1

Tuesday 4/11
Softball at Rhode Island (Doubleheader)

3:00 p.m.

Wednesday 4/12
Women’s Tennis vs. Holy Cross

3:00 p.m.

Stand ings
Big East Women’s Softball Standings (4/5/06)

Team
Notre Dame
USF
Pittsburgh
Syracuse
Louisville
DePaul
Providence
Connecticut
St. John’s
Rutgers
Seton Hall
Villanova

W

4
4
7
7
3
3
4
4
3
1
0
0

Big East
L

T

0
0
1
1
1
1
4
4
5
7
8
8

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

w

20
32
24
18
23
16
19
14
20
6
16
6

Overall
L
10
18
13
14
5
9
8
15
16
25
20
23

MAAC Men’s LacrosseStandings (4/5/06)
T

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Team

W

Marist
3
Siena
2
Providence
2
Canisius
2
Mt. St. Mary’s 1
Manhattan
1
St. Joseph’s 1
VMI
0
Wagner
0

MAAC
L

T

0
0
1
1
1
2
2
3
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

w
4
2
2
3
1
3
1
1
0

Overall
L

3
5
3
5
6
5
8
6
9

T

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Friars falls to Panthers Lax: Fairfield falters
by

Ryan Holt ’09
Sports Staff

The growing pains continue for the
Providence College Women’s Tennis
team. On Sunday, the Friars fell victim
to Big East foe Pittsburgh, 6-1. Senior
Sara Bitetti had the lone
WOMEN’S win in the first home
TENNIS match of the spring sea
son.
“They were a bit more competitive
and stronger,” said Bitetti.
The Panthers dominated the matches,
with all (except for Bitetti’s) finishing in
straight sets.
Bitetti’s match went to the third set.
Her win, at the No. 2 slot, was the senior’s
first of her Big East career. Bitetti said
she hopes that the Big East victory may
inspire her young teammates in the fu
ture.
“Sara deserves a lot of credit. She kept
. it together in a tough match,” said team
mate Jen Daigle, a junior.
“1 was really happy about that one. It
was close and a really important win. It
felt good to get a Big East win in my se
nior year,” said Bitetti.
Though the scores may suggest oth
erwise, the Friars put up a real fight to
defend their home court. Most of the
matches, though decided in straight sets,
were much more competitive, with many
games reaching the tiebreaker, or deuce.
“We matched up evenly, in my opin
ion; the score could have been closer. It
was a good effort,” said Head Coach
Wayne Turner. “We had some good per
formances from girls on the team.”
Pittsburgh is no stranger to the Fri
ars, the two having met in previous years.
However, for the young PC team, the
more experienced Panthers provided a
steep challenge.
“I was excited about this one. They
were a bit more competitive and stron
ger this time,” said Bitetti.

Sunday marked the first of three home
matches in the spring season. Turnout
was good, according to the Friars.
“It was also my first home match—a
lot of people came,” said Bitetti.
Though not usually considered a
spectator-friendly sport, many on the ten
nis team disagree, adding that fan in
volvement can give them an extra edge
over competitive opponents.
“People think tennis is a quiet sport,
but we like to have some backup,” said
Daigle. “Come on down, make some
noise at the home matches.”
On Wednesday, the Friars traveled to
Storrs, for a match with the always-chal
lenging University of Connecticut.
With just a few matches left, the
young Friars continue their persistent
hard work and are getting better and more
competitive with each passing day. A
tough schedule has provided the team the
chance to grow up quickly.
“Basically, we’re improving with ex
perience,” said Turner.
“The high level of competition is tak
ing us to the tops of our game,” Bitetti
added.
The story of this team cannot be told
simply by its record this year, but by its
improvementsskill-wise.
“We’re not measuring by scores now,
we’re trying to see improvements in over
all tennis,” said Turner.
“I think that in terms of effort, it’s 100
percent,” said Turner. “In terms of re
sults, people are getting better, funda
mentally.”
“We have great chemistry. We have a
talented team, but it’s going to take some
time,” said Daigle. “Coach has been
working hard, we all have. I’m looking
forward to a strong finish.”
PC’s scheduled match at Connecticut
on Wednesday was postponed due to
weather.
The Friars host Queens College on
Saturday before travelling to Fairfield on
Sunday.

continued from back page
tying the game at 10-10.
To end the Friar three-goal rally,
Canisius player Blocho would help the
Griffs recapture the lead at 5:05. Fellow
Griff, Ross, would join the effort to put
Canisius up by two with 2:24 left in the
game.
Twenty-four seconds later, Ryan
would score the Friars’ 11th goal thanks
to Farley’s fourth assist of the game. With
two full minutes left in the game, hopes
ran high for PC. The momentum had
seemed to switch in the Friars’ favor.
Despite plenty of time, the Friars were
unable to get a scoring opportunity. Then
with 15 seconds remaining, Farley
picked up a groundball and got it to Ryan
in the Griffs’ end of the field. Ryan
cranked a shot as time expired and the
shot sailed wide leaving the Friar rally a
goal short of a forced overtime.
The final score lay 12-11 in the Griffs’
favor. Providence was outshot by
Canisius, 39-27, was 8-25 on face-offs,
and gave up the groundball advantage,
34-23.
“Groundball play really hurt us
against Canisius,” said junior captain
James Courter. “We work at getting
groundballsail the time in practice and,
because we weren’t able to execute, we
had trouble getting possession and that
was a contributing factor to our loss.”
With their loss to Canisius, the Friars
fell to 2-3 overall and 2-1 in the MAAC.
PC returned to the field on Wednesday,
April 5, at the Friar Lacrosse Complex
in Providence, R.I. at 7:00 p.m. as they
faced off against Fairfield University.
Fairfield was 4-3 overall as they came
to face-off versus the Friars. The Stags
were coming off of their most recent vic
tory: a 15-9 win over ECAC foe Hobart
on Saturday. Last night’s meeting be
tween the two teams marks the 11th in
the program’s history, with Fairfield lead
ing the series 8-2.

“We hope to take it to them,” said a
hopeful Farley. “We want to play our
hearts out and have everybody playing
the way we should be playing. We need
to come out strong and click as a team
and click early. They are big rivals of
ours, and we hope to play with a lot of
emotion and come away with another
win.”
Last season, the Stags pulled out a 95 win at home, the fifth win in the program-best seven game win streak. The
Stags posted a 3-0 mark in road contests
this season as they traveled to Providence
in hopes of extending that record.
“Tonight against Fairfield we hope to
play well,” said Burdick. “In order to do
so we need to execute the scout defen
sively and have a better day of shooting
from Mike Farley. He went one for six
against Canisius and that hurt us. Farley’s
one of our best shooters and when Farley
shoots better it helps the team out a lot.”
Despite their efforts Wednesday
night, the Stags would end up getting
mounted throughout the course of the
game. The Friars went up 4-0in the first
before Fairfield would have a five-point
run to take the lead. As the second half
got underway, both teams fiercely battled
to take the lead. Toward the end of the
third quarter it looked as though Provi
dence clinched their victory with the help
of Farley and Lamontagne who each net
ted three goals. The Friars would, how
ever, let their clinch slip through their
fingers and the score would be tied at
the end of regulation play, 10-10.
As the overtime session began, ten
sion ran high for both teams. With the
game at stake, the two battled through
out the five minute session to no real
avail. Then, as the final minute of play
was eclipsed, McBride netted at goal for
PC at 56 seconds left to win the game.
As the game was called, the Friars
swarmed the field in excitement and joy,
leaving 3-3 overall and 2-1 in the
MAAC.
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California dreaming: Friars qualify for NCAAs
by

Kevin O’Brien ’07
Sports Editor

Inconsistent may be the best way to
describe the weather lately, but it’s prob
ably the last adjective you would use to
describe the performance of the Men’s
and Women’s Track teams.
TRACK Through rain, wind—and
even snow in April—PC
runners continue to dem
onstrate why they are among the best in
the nation, both indoors and outdoors.
After a successful indoor campaign
which saw senior Mary Cullen and
sophomore Max Smith become the 116th
and 117th All-Americans, respectively,
under Head Coach Ray Treacy, the Fri
ars began their outdoor campaign this
past weekend. While Treacy took the
majority of the team to the Southern Con
necticut Invitational, three Friars runners
went with Assistant Coach Keith Kelly
to “sunny” California to compete in the
Stanford Invitational.
“The weather wasn’t great actually,”
Treacy said of California. “It wasn’t
spectacular by any stretch of the imagi
nation. “Keith called me on Friday morn
ing said, ‘This is miserable!’ because we
were having pretty nice weather here last
week actually!”
It was of no consequence to the Fri
ars’ runners, who turned in stellar times
at Stanford. Smith led the way for the
Friars, posting a time of 3:41.27 in the
1,500 meters—good enough to place him
second in the meet, as well as to qualify
him for the NCAA Regionals.
“Max did very well,” Treacy said. “A
3:41 is a personal best for him—it rep
resents a 3:58 or 3:59 mile.”
“For his first race of the season, it was
a great start for him and puts him right
up in the national rankings as well. It
puts him into good stead for the rest of

Sophomore Max Smith qualified for the NCAA Regionals in PC’s first
outdoor meet of the season, recording a time of 3:41.27 in the 1,500 meters at
the Stanford Invitational on Saturday.
the season, so he can concentrate on get
ting ready for nationals.”
Also running at the Stanford Invita
tional were graduate student A ine Hoban
and senior Martin Fagan. Hoban placed
14th in the 10,000 meters with a time of

33:44.22, and like Smith, she qualified
for the NCAA Regionals with that time.
Fagan also ran the 10,000, finishing in
29:00.37. That finish placed Fagan 21 st
in the field and marked a provisional
qualifying time for NCAAs.
Treacy was certainly pleased with the
performance of his 10,000 meters duo.
“ 10,000 is the only event that we don’t
run in Regionals for NCAAs,” he said.

“There’s a regional championship for
every event but the 10,000—the 10,000
is based on time. Aine got the automatic
time, which is great; she’s into nationals
already, and Martin got the provisional
time.”
Not a bad haul for the first competi
tion of the outdoor season. PC’s consis
tency certainly showed in their results,
making what can be a difficult transition
from indoor to outdoor seem like a
cakewalk.
Treacy enumerated the difficulties in
that transition.
“It’s an adjustment,” he said, “ft takes
a while to go from the shorters track to
the longer tracks... You’re out in windy
conditions—that’s the toughest part. In
New England (and) this area of the coun
try, you don’t really get great weather for
running outdoors, so it’s tough in that
sense.
“That’s why we’ve got to travel, es
pecially the athletes we’re trying to get
to nationals,” he said.
The strategy has certainly worked so
far, with Smith and Hoban already as
sured of a spot in the NCAA Regionals
in Greensboro, N.C., on May 26-27.
But the Friars certainly^aren’t done
there, says Treacy. With several more
meets coming up in the next few weeks,
the Friars have plenty of other opportu
nities to qualify more runners for the
NCAAs. The Quinnipiac Quad Meet, the
University of Connecticut Invitational,
and the Mount Sac relays in Walnut,
Calif, all occur in the next week. The
Friars will take a break for Easter before
resuming competition at the Penn Relays
in Philadelphia on April 28-29.
So what is the goal in the next few
meets?
“Getting things done that we need to
get done for the rest of the season,”
Treacy said. “Hopefully we can come
out of Mount Sac with eight to 10 people
qualified for regionals.”
Based on the Friars’ success in just
one weekend, it would be foolish to bet
against them.

Q: What do Billy D, Jimmy Larranaga, and Dave Gavitt all
have in common?
A: They all wrote for the Cowl. *
*Note: This is not true.

Sign up for the IW/Sports Staff anyway so you can
report on basketball legends like these.
Stop by Slavin G05 to pick up an application.

CLASSIFIEDS
For Reni

Apartments for Rent
Apartment for Rent!
Many 3-12 bed recently
Pembroke Ave near PC 2nd
renovated apartments and
and 3rd floors: 3 Large
houses available. Houses on Bedrooms, new porch, new
Oakland, Pembroke, Eaton, kitchen appliances, stove,
Pinehurst, and Tyndall.
refrigerator, dishwasher, new
Many have new baths, hard gas baseboard heat, and gas
woods, parking, and laundry. hot water, new bathrooms.
Some available with phone, Secure area with lighted
cable, and high speed
parking. $1,200.00 per
internet jacks in every room. month Call 831-3100.
Call 952-0966 for details.
LOOKING FOR A PLACE OFF-CAMPUS?
Great house for group of 4-5. Comer of Admiral St. and
Huxley Ave. Off-street parking, washer/dryer, DW, alarm,
porch, fireplace, and more. Call M. Perry 334-4045.
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Billy D. brings home national title... to Florida
by

Bradley Chen ’08
Sports Staff

Billy Donovan ’87 and his Florida
Gators proved Monday night why they
are both kings of the Swamp and Col
lege Hoops. Florida beat the UCLA Bru
ins in every facet of the
National Championship
FEATURE game, cruising to a 7357 victory.
In front of a packed house with the
likes of great players such as Bill Walton
and Bill Russell and ex-Providence head
coach Rick Pitino (now with Louisville)
in the stands, the Gators put the game
away early and thwarted any UCLA
comeback. The Bruins did not look like
a team that has won 11 championships,
nor the team that got to this title game.
Donovan, who got his team to the finals
in 2000, was able to clinch the school’s
and state’s first title.
In what was a lopsided game, the
Gators swallowed up the Bruins half
court offense, and Donovan seemed to
The Gators played unselfishly
have an answer for every UCLA offen throughout the tournament and were al
sive play. Like its school mascot, these ways willing to make the extra pass.
Florida Gators were fast, long bodied,
While the Bruins were forced into long
and ferocious from the tip to the finish. jumpers, barely beating the shot clock,
It was clear that they wanted it more, the Gators worked the ball around, get
contesting shots and chasing after loose ting open three-pointers and low post
balls, and they carried the momentum points. Lee Humprey drained four
from the beginning with precision pass threes, finishing with 15 points against a
ing leading to easy dunks.
defense that had strangled outside shoot

COURTESY OF SPORTS [NFO

ers the entire tournament.
While the Gators’ scoring was very
spread out, the defensive and emotional
leader for Florida was Joakim Noah. It
seems like every time the camera was on
him, Noah was in action with a thunder
ous dunk, a blocked shot, or a loud ral
lying cry for his team. Noah, who fin
ished with 16 points and a title game
record six blocked shots, was named

most outstanding player of the Final
Four.
Unil the last minute of the game, the
youthful Florida team beat the tired Bru
ins to every loose ball. With the game
in hand and 1:15 left on the clock, Corey
Brewer, who the announcers called the
octopus (due to his long arms), was able
to sneak by a Bruin guard who had his
back turned, and poke away the ball.
Running the court was Noah, and three
seconds later the Florida big man threw
down the exclamation point. At the end
of the game there was no question that
the one-time PC guard known as “Billy
the Kid’’ had become “Billy the King.”
Donovan’s team started off the sea
son with a 17-game winning streak, in
cluding a 10-point win over Providence
at the Dunkin’ Donuts Center on Dec. 6.
While the high prestige programs such
as Duke, UConn, and Villanova were re
ceiving all the attention, Florida seemed
to drop out of the spotlight. During the
middle of the season, it seemed they
would cool off, but Donovan lit a spark
somewhere because his team would fin
ish with an 11-game winning streak and
a national championship.
With their reputation as just a foot
ball school successfully shaken, these
Gators remain young, and if they stick
around instead of declaring for the draft
early, it would not be a surprise to see
them back in the Final Four.

4th Annual John Langley Memorial Basketball Tournament
Sunday, April 30th — Peterson Center
Men’s and Women’s Brackets — 3 v. 3 games
$10 donation per player to benefit John Langley Memorial Fund
T-shirts for all players
DJ — pizza

E-mail smkell06@providence.edu to register ASAP!

1525 Smith St., North Providence (GOLD'S GYM PLAZA) Open 7 days a wkj 1AM to WM

TH-353-7722
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Friars trampled by Griffs, mount Stags
by

Greg Hartwell ’07
Sports Staff

Barring their 10-8 win in the Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference Semifinals
in 2004, the Providence College Men’s
Lacrosse team has lost their last three
games played versus
MEN'S Canisius away at the
LACROSSE Demske Sports Com
plex in Buffalo, N.Y.
With hopes to end this streak, the Friars
fought hard last Saturday, April 1. Un
fortunately, the Friars dropped to the
Griffs 12-11 in MAAC play. This loss
marks the Friars’ first of the season in
the MAAC and their third overall.
Coming off their massacre of MAAC
opponent Wagner, the Friars brought
with them an intensity that was present
from the opening face-off.
Taking the draw, senior Mark Seyer
beat Griff face-off man Matt Hajek to
give Providence the first possession.
Only 44 seconds later, the Friars were
also the first on the boards after Seyer
cranked one past the Griff goalie via an
assist from senior Tom Kelly.
As the rest of the first quarter pro
gressed, both teams got their fair num
ber of shots in. Despite Providence’s first
burst of energy, Canisius also kept a rig
orous pace and not only held the Friars
for the majority of the quarter but would
net the next goal at 5:48.
This back and forth scoring would
continue for the remainder of the first
quarter. Providence would net the next
goal at 2:45 when junior Mark Dillon
was assisted by junior Brendan Ryan for
PC’s second goal of the game. The Griffs
responded at 2:38 off of a face-off fast
break opportunity.
With the score 2-2 the first quarter
would end, thus beginning the second
quarter and a four unanswered goal run
by Canisius. Within 59 seconds of the
start of the quarter, the Griffs had taken
the lead. Nine seconds later Canisius

would extend their lead to two before
spreading out the time between their next
two goals.
As the second quarter drew to a close,
the Friars would rally to get one more
point up on the boards. With four sec
onds remaining in the half, sophomore
Devin McBride netted his only goal of
the game to help the Friars close the wid
ening gap and regain some momentum.
Graduate student John Hollister was at
tributed with the assist on the play.
“We have been playing catch-up,”
said senior Michael Farley. “In a way it
helps us. It is a wake-up call and in turn
pushes us harder. We knew that we
needed to step it up in the second half
and we were able to do that. Unfortu
nately, it was just a little too late. Al
though playing catch-up helps motivate
us, we need to be motivated from the
opening face and avoid falling behind.
It’s easier to win when you have the lead
and that is one thing we hope we can
accomplish as we continue in the
MAAC.”
As the second half got underway, the
Friars started the game play with a re
newed spirit. PC was able to capitalize
at 13:33 when Farley, unassisted, helped
decrease the Griffs’ lead to two.
Following Farley’s example, sopho
more R.J. Lamontagne also drove the
cage and posted his first goal on the sea
son only 29 seconds after Farley’s. See
ing their lead quickly disappear, Canisius
called a time-out to regroup. Upon re
taking the field, after the passing of a
minute, the Griffs were up another goal.
Once again, the back and forth battle
for the lead continued. With the score 75 in the Griffs’ favor, Friar freshman
Bobby Labadini netted his first of four
goals at 7:54 in the third. Answering
right back was Canisius’ own Michael
Blocho. Two minutes later, Hollister
would get credit for his only goal of the
game at 4:12. Farley was attributed with
the assist in the effort.
With the score 8-7 and the Friars start-
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Senior Michael Farley tallied three goals in Providence’s 11-10 overtime win
against Fairfield Wednesday night. Farley now has 11 goals on the year.
ing to close the gap, the Griffs mustered
two more goals before the end of the
third putting them up 10-7 going into the
final quarter of the game.
“We came back twice against
Canisius,” said Head Coach Chris
Burdick. “That just shows our relentless
drive and unwillingness to lose. We
didn’t come to lose so we are not going
to go without a fight. If a team is going
to beat us, we are going to make them

earn it.”
Labadini would start the scoring and
his three-goal run-off in the fourth, after
getting a pass from Ryan at 10:50.
Labadini would continue his romp with
another goal just two minutes later at
8:55, this time via an assist from Farley.
He would net his fourth and final goal
of the game off another Farley assist at
5:28,
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PC favors home cooking to Midwest swing
by

Erin Redihan ’08

Maccio was replaced by classmate
Alisha Levin in the fifth. Sophomore
Sam Pittman and junior Katie Ross had
While the Providence College soft- the only Friar hits of the game, each con
ball team’s win at DePaul last Saturday tributing a single.
was no joke, they wish the rest of the
The Friars started off strong on Sat
weekend could be forgotten as an April urday with a win over DePaul in Chi
Fool’s trick. After beat- cago. Surosky pitched a solid game,
SOFTBALL ing DePaul in the first going the distance while striking out 12
game 5-4, the team went and only giving up two hits. Rachel
on to lose the second Bartholomew’s RBI single in the third
game of the doubleheader 4-0. Its skid touched off a four run inning capped off
continued in its games with Notre Dame by Romero extending her hit streak with
on Sunday, where the Fighting Irish won a two-run single. DePaul would pull
within one in the fourth, but senior Tara
4-1 and 8-0 in six innings.
In the first game at Notre Dame on Sullivan’s sac fly in the fifth put the game
Sunday, PC junior Sara Surosky pitched out of reach.
In the second game, the Friars man
a complete game, allowing all four Fight
ing Irish runs in the loss, and her record aged only three hits against DePaul
freshman Stephanie Blagaich. PC fresh
dropped to 13-6 on the season.
However, the game was not without men Maccio and Levin pitched in the
its bright spots. Senior Elena Romero loss. Elena Romero, who brought her
extended her impressive hitting streak to hit streak to 14 games with a single in
15 games with a single in the fourth but the seventh, led the Friar offense, but she
was left on base. Junior Rachel was unable to score. Sam Pittman and
Bartholomew scored the Friars’ run on Rachel Bartholomew had the only other
a Notre Dame error in the fourth inning. hits for PC in that game.
Unfortunately, the Friars did not fare
The 15-game hit streak put together
any better in the second game, where by Providence senior Elena Romero
they were held to only two hits in a com came to an end in the second Notre Dame
bined effort by Notre Dame pitchers Brit game on Sunday, however, she contin
tany Bargar and Kenya Fuemmeler. The ues to lead the Friars with her .428 bat
teams were in a scoreless tie until the ting average, 33 hits and 23 RBIs.
Fighting Irish broke the game open with
Last weekend’s games dropped the
five runs in the fourth inning off the PC Friars to a still impressive 19-8, 4-4 in
starter, freshman Jennifer Maccio. the Big East. Despite the losses, the FriAsst. Sports Editor

COURTESY of sports info

Freshman pitcher Jennifer Maccio has pitched in 14 games so far this
season, posting a 4-2 record with 2.35 ERA.
ars appear to be on the pace to better the
33 wins they totaled last year, despite
losing star pitcher Nicole Bartholomew
to graduation. This year, Sara Surosky
has stepped up to lead the pitchers with
a 2.10 ERA and 119 strikeouts. Jenni
fer Maccio is close behind with a 2.35
ERA and is 4-2 on the season.
The games that had been scheduled

for Tuesday April 4, at Dartmouth were
cancelled due to the weather with no
makeup date announced, but the team
will be back in action this week. Come
support the team as it takes on the Lou
isville Cardinals on Saturday, April 8,
and play a pair versus South Florida this
Sunday. The starting times for both days
will be 12:00 p.m. and 2:00 p.m.

